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- Chapter I Summary
Dennis Eckmeier
My dissertation focused on the impact of optic flow on the behavior and brain function of the zebra finch in
three approaches. First we demonstrated that the zebra finch controls its gaze in way that facilitates the perception of depth in the optic flow. Then we studied the control mechanism that underlies this strategy and added to
the knowledge about the properties of this mechanism. Finally we studied the actual processing of object related
information during presentation of naturalistic self motion and found neurons coding for specific behaviorally
relevant characteristics of the optic flow that correlate with the approach towards objects.
Optic flow is the displacement of the retinal image during self motion. Due to basic optic phenomena, the
flow field provides information about the distance to objects in the visual scene and about self motion. Distance
information, however, can only be acquired from optic flow generated from straight (translational) self motion.
Birds highly depend on such cues and use them, for example, for the control of flight maneuvers. The need to
use optic flow emerges from anatomical properties of the bird’s skull. Laterally positioned eyes and a short interocular distance are common across avian species. These properties cause binocular vision to be insufficient for
stereoptic depth perception. Pigeons, for example, can estimate depth from binocular cues in a range of only 5 to
19 cm distance – impractically short for fast locomotion in an unknown environment. Behavioral evidence for the
actual usage of such cues was reported for birds that controlled flight maneuvers on the basis of optic flow.
Insects also depend on optic flow, due to their size and anatomy. The impact of optic flow on the behavior of
insects is omnipresent especially in airborne species. One example would be the typical flight and gaze strategy in
flies. Since depth information can only be derived from optic flow that is generated by straight (translational) selfmotion, flies avoid flying in curves but change flight direction in fast saccadic body turns. Between such saccadic
turns, they move translational. The visual input is further optimized by facilitating head movements.
To find whether zebra finches would show a similar behavior, we analyzed their head movements in free flight.
We recorded high speed videos of zebra finches circling around an obstacle. The obstacle forced the birds into a
curved flight during which rotational self motion components occurred. In analogy to the blowfly zebra finches
changed the orientation of the gaze in geocentric coordinates only in saccades. These saccades, however, were not
produced by body turns. They rather were generated by head turns instead. Between saccades gaze orientation did
not change. This must have been achieved by head turns that compensated the rotational component of the flight
path, as well as body turns occurring in maneuvers, such as braking. This gaze strategy optimizes the visual input
for depth information. We concluded that the birds used optic flow to achieve information about the structure of
the environment, e.g. the distance to the obstacle.
This gaze strategy is controlled by the optic flow produced during rotational self motion. The compensation
of rotationally induced optic flow is done via optokinetic reactions that control the neck muscles according to the
overall motion of the visual scene. The optokinetic reaction can be demonstrated in the rotating drum paradigm.
The bird is tethered while the visual scene – consisting of the inner walls of a drum – is being rotated around the

birds. The optokinetic reaction stabilizes the retinal image by turning the head accordingly in the so called ‘slow
phase’ of the response. The head is then turned back in a fast head movement during the ‘fast phase’. This is repeated as long as the visual scene is rotated.
It was assumed that the slow phase correlates with the intersaccadic intervals in free flight during which the
orientation of the head in geocentric coordinates does not change. The fast phase of the optokinetic reaction in
this case would correlate with the saccadic gaze shift we observed.
We used the rotating drum paradigm to test the optokinetic reaction in different conditions. The visual input
to the mechanism controlling the optokinetic reaction is provided by the accessory optic system. At the first level
of this visual upstream, retinal input is transferred to the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali and the nucleus of
the basal optic root which code for self motion in different directions. The signal is then further processed in the
inferior olive and the vestibulocerebellum.
An open question had been to what extent nucleus lentiformis mesencephali and nucleus of the basal optic
root contribute to the optokinetic reaction. From our results we concluded that the contribution of nucleus of
the basal optic root was insignificant or not existing. In another experiment we found that the performance of
mechanism controlling the optokinetic reaction depends on illumination in a way that indicates the function of
photoreceptors to be the only limiting factor for optokinetic reactions.
We then focused on the processing of optic flow in an object motion processing area, the nucleus rotundus of
the tectofugal visual system. We presented anaesthetized zebra finches visual motion stimuli on a panoramic LED
display during multi-unit recordings.
Due to previous results from other groups working on pigeons, areas of the tectofugal visual system were
assumed to respond only to small objects but be inhibited by global motion. In our study, however, rotundal neurons responded to such stimuli with a significant increase in spike rate. We even found neurons preferring either
motion patterns of virtual self-translation or such of virtual self-rotation. We concluded that the novel stimuli
that provided optic flow including depth information and a panoramic stimulation allowed us to find previously
unknown response properties.
In a further step towards more realistic motion stimuli we presented a virtual flight in the perspective of the
bird. This was constructed from data acquired by our previous behavioral study.
We found neurons responding to objects in the visual scene of the naturalistic stimulus. One neuron signaled
precisely when the obstacle appeared within its receptive field. Since the receptive field was located in the lateral
part of the visual field, the neuron signaled that the object was being passed. Two other neurons produced peaks
in spike rate when an object was located in heading direction. In other words, these neurons signaled the approach
towards an object.
Our data indicates some parallels to the research conducted on the blowfly. Approach signaling neurons were
found to prefer rotationally induced optic flow in the previously described test. In the blowfly, a neuron assumed
to code for horizontal rotational self motion (yaw turns) was found to signal the spatial relation between the fly
and the walls in a naturalistic replay experiment. In both animals the visual motion induced by saccadic gaze shifts
did not elicit a response as it would have been expected if the neuron’s purpose was to signal rotational self motion.
Taken together, we were able to demonstrate new response properties in single neurons which could not be
predicted by the response to more conventional stimuli like it was also shown for the blowfly. Realistic stimuli
allowed us a new perspective on the function of motion selective neurons.
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Introduction
To prevent injury, a moving animal needs to detect objects in its environment and determine whether there is
a risk of collision. Birds move with high velocity when flying and are therefore especially depending on a fast and
reliable mechanism to achieve obstacle avoidance.
The most commonly known mechanism for three-dimensional vision, stereopsis, does not function in birds
very well. For stereopsis, two images that are simultaneously perceived by the two eyes are being compared. The
quality of depth information in this case depends on the difference between the two pictures and the size of the
area in the visual scene that is viewed by both eyes and can be compared. Most birds have relatively small heads.
The eyes therefore usually are located very closely, so that the angles between the eyes and a perceived object do
not differ very much. In consequence, the parts of the two perceived images that are to be compared do not differ
much, too. Further, most birds have lateral eyes which leads to a very small area of overlap in the images of both
eyes and makes it impossible to converge the lines of sight in one point (figure 1). These constraints limit the ran-

A

B

figure 1 - In birds with lateral eyes, anatomical properties of the skull are malicious for stereoptical depth perception.
A indicates the function of stereopsis (adapted for the zebra finch, original from McFadden, 1993). Both
eyes need to view the same objects to determine the distance between them. The interocular distance is
depicted for the zebra finch (8.5 mm, DE). The optical axes deviate from the center of the visual field
by 60° (Bischof, 1988). B depicts the properties of the visual field. The optical axes (dashed lines with
arrows) deviate from the center (0°) by 60°. The visual field extents from -15° to 150° for the right eye
or 15° to -150° for the left eye , respectively. The binocular field therefore lies between -15° and 15°
and is 30° wide. In the rear there is a 60°-wide gap where the bird can not see (illustration adapted from
Bischof, 1988).
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figure 2 - Depth estimation from image velocities.
In the upper part, three objects (blue, red and black filled circles) are observed by the same eye
from to consecutive positions during translational self motion (from left to right, indicated by
broad dashed arrow). The lens of the eye is indicated by a gap in the circle illustrating the eye
ball. A grey area in the circle indicates a fovea. Lines indicate the projection of the objects to
the retina. dashed lines correlate with first eye position, solid lines correlate with second eye
position. In the lower part the motion of the images on the retina is indicated. Colors correlated to object colors, dashed lines indicate first position, solid lines indicate second position.
Arrows indicate direction and approximate velocity of image displacement. A: When the eye
does not change in orientation, all images move in the same direction but with different velocities depending on the distance between eye and object. B: The eye fixates the red object
during translational self motion. The image of the fixated object does not move on the retina,
since the eye rotates to keep it in the foveal area. Retinal images of objects in front and behind
the fixated object move in opposite directions, velocities depend on the distance of the object
to the eye (motion parallax). One may define the situation in A as motion parallax with the
‚fixated‘ depth plane lying in infinite distance.
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ge of sight to which stereoscopic vision can be used for depth perception (Martin, 2007; McFadden, 1993). For
pigeons, behavioral tests revealed that the efficient range in which they could be trained to use stereoscopic clues
was limited to 5 to 19 cm (McFadden, 1993). This would already be too short for fast flying birds to avoid objects
on collision course. From considerations of anatomical properties, our test animal, the zebra finch, is even more
constricted in the use of stereopsis since the interocular distance is less than half of that measured in pigeons (ca
8.5 mm, DE; McFadden, 1993).
Birds therefore use another visual source of information to estimate the three-dimensional composition of the
environment: the image motion on the retina during self motion (Gibson, 1950). This so called optic flow can be
experienced in every day live. An object that is far away looks small because the size of its image on the retina is
small. When the observer is close to the same object, its image on the retina is big. In consequence the image of
an object expands during approach and contracts when departing. Also, the velocity of expansion or contraction
is higher for closer objects than for objects further away. Since this happens for all images of all objects in sight,
the image in heading direction expands during straight forward motion and contracts in the opposite direction.
The origin of the expanding image in the visual field is called ‘focus of expansion’ and marks the direction of
current heading. Its counterpart is called ‘focus of contraction’. From the properties of the optic flow, the visual
system can estimate distances to objects in the visual field, such as the heading direction. The velocity of ongoing
self motion can be determined by the integration of motion vectors over the whole visual field (Gibson, 1950;
Koenderink, 1986).
Another optic flow phenomenon is motion parallax. When looking sideways during translational self motion,
e.g. out of the window of a train, one is looking on the transition between the expanding part of the visual flow
field and the contracting part. Here, motion vectors are nearly horizontal. When the observer focuses on a defined
position in a certain depth plane (humans do this spontaneously), the eyes are automatically moved to keep this
position tracked for a moment and then reorient to fixate another point in the flow field very fast. One can observe these eye movements (optokinetic nystagmus) when watching another person who is looking out of a moving
vehicle. The effect of this behavior is that the images of objects behind the focused depth plane not only move
slower but also in opposite direction than images of objects in front of the depth plane (figure 2). In this case
rotational eye movements, which contribute to the overall self motion induced flow in a compensatory fashion,
facilitate depth estimation by adding direction of image motion as a further cue (Gibson, 1950).
However, in most cases, distance information can only be processed from the optic flow as long as the overall
self motion (locomotion vectors + head motion vectors + eye motion vectors) is translational. During rotational
motion, e.g. when rotating on the spot, the images of all objects in the visual scene move from one side to the
other in the same velocity. The image motion is not correlated to the distance to the objects. Therefore, optic flow
emerging from rotational self motion does not incorporate depth information.
Moving on a curved path combines translational and rotational self motion. In this case the motion vectors
emerging from the rotational component of the movement are added to those generated by the translational component. This leads to a disruption of depth cues in the optic flow. Animals known to heavily rely on optic flow for
depth estimation therefore evolved locomotion and gaze strategies to separate rotational from translational self
motion (Schilstra and van Hateren, 1998, see below).
Usage of optic flow has many advantages since the information can be obtained very fast, but precise gaze
control is necessary to acquire depth information from the optic flow.
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figure 3 - motion processing pathways in
the avian brain.
A: The accessory optic system receives direct retinal input from displaced retinal ganglion cells which
is projected to the nucleus of the basal optic root
(nBOR) and nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (LM)
of the contralateral hemisphere. It is further transmitted to the vestibulocerebellum (VCb) on the ipsilateral
hemisphere either directly or via contralateral inferior
olive.
B: The tectofugal visual system receives direct retinal input at the contralateral tectum opticum (TO).
Signals are further projected to the thalamic nucleus
rotundus (nRt). The Entoplallium (Ep) receives input
from the nRt.

The Impact of Optic Flow on the Behavior of Insects
Direct evidence of birds making use of optic flow parameters in flight is sparse. Insects, on the other hand,
serve as good examples to illustrate to which extent optic flow can be used for the control of behavior (Srinivasan
and Zhang, 2000). Due to the anatomy of their eyes, insects rely heavily on optic flow. Especially the very small
interocular distance is malicious for steroptic depth perception. The compound eyes are fixed to the head which
reduces the degrees of freedom by which the visual input can be optimized by compensatory movements. To
solve this problem, insects often need to adjust their whole body movement. In consequence, the impact of optic
flow on the behavior of insects is omnipresent.

Control of Locomotion

Insects control velocity, altitude and path of flight by the optic flow. The according control mechanisms process velocity information in different parts of the visual field (Srinivasan and Zhang, 2000).
To control flight velocity, bees estimate their flight speed by the visual motion velocity and keep it constant.
When a honey bee flies in an experimental tunnel with walls textured with a pattern of high spatial frequency the
number of contrast changes over time at a given flight speed is high as well. High rates of contrast changes were
either interpreted as a high self motion velocity or as flying in a very narrow environment. In such cases, bees tend
to fly slowly to reduce the frequency of contrast changes. When over the course of the tunnel the spatial frequency
of the texture was reduced, bees accelerated accordingly (Srinivasan et al., 1996; Baird et al., 2005). For the fruit
fly similar results had been reported earlier (David, 1982).
In order to fly along the centre line of an experimental tunnel, a honey bee keeps the frequency of contrast
changes in the left and right visual field equal. Again the optic flow serves as information source for the distance
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to a wall. Because the images of near objects move faster than those of farther objects, a high frequency of contrast changes is interpreted as being close to a wall and a low frequency correlates to being farther away from the
wall. In a tunnel of equally textured walls, controlling the position between the walls by keeping the visual input
on both sides equal, leads to a well centered flight path. When one of the walls was moved, bees flew closer to the
one which produced the lower image velocities (Srinivasan et al., 1991).
For the fruit fly, it has been hypothesized that, in order to fly straight in an open environment, it fixates targets
that are visible at the focus of expansion. It shows an alternation of sharp turns and longer straight forward flight
when observed in free flight. This behavior is typical for flies and is explained below.
However, straight flight needs to be visually guided. But in a tethered flight paradigm drosophila melanogaster
steers away from the point of expansion most likely to avoid a collision. This would usually make straight flight
impossible since the focus of expansion emerges from straight flight. Reiser and Dickinson (2010) showed that
the expansion-avoidance reaction is inhibited when there is a vertical object in flight direction that can be targeted.
Reviewing the literature, the authors further found that in other studies straight flight usually only occurred when
there was an edge or object available that would suit as goal. Here, two visual cues for navigation - optic flow and
goal directed navigation - form a mechanism for the control of straight locomotion.
For a smooth landing, honey bees approach the surface during forward flight (meaning in a forward and downward pointing vector) and keep the perceived ground velocity constant. By this, they automatically slow down
while reducing the distance to the ground which results in zero velocity when touching the ground (Srinivasan et
al. 2000).

Optic Flow Based Navigation

When a foraging honey bee is flying to a location that provides food, it estimates the distance flown by integrating optic flow over travelling time. This is called a visually driven odometer (Esch and Burns, 1995, 1996;
Srinivasan et al., 1996, 1997, 2000; Esch et al., 2001; Si et al., 2003).
Similar to the effects found in the locomotion control mechanisms, distance is measured in the count of
changes in contrast over time rather than in absolute distance information. In consequence, altering the checkerboard texture of an experimental flight tunnel from low to high spatial frequency leads to an overestimation of
flown distance within the tunnel. The honey bees begin the search for a known feeder at a position closer to the
entrance. In natural situation a forced detour around an object that induces many contrast changes, has a similar
effect (Esch et al., 2001; Tautz et al., 2004).
When a bee reaches the terrain close to a known feeding site, it finds the exact position of a feeder or flower
using an ‘optic flow snapshot’. The original theory of snapshot matching was that a bee memorizes the exact
image of the visual scene at the feeding site – a snapshot of the environment at the correct position (e.g. Cartwright and Collett, 1983). According to Dittmar et al. (2010), this rigid concept would not explain the flight trajectories they found in bees searching for the correct site. Most probably bees do not or not only memorize a static
image but an impression of the scene which is based on optic flow amplitudes. This theory is more robust than
the image matching approach since it incorporates a three-dimensional representation of landmarks in the vicinity
of the goal.
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Optimizing Visual Input: Active Sensing and Optokinetic Gaze Stabilization

Two main principles are to be considered when the information content of the visual input has to be enhanced.
First, the animal needs to prohibit gaze shifts that interfere with the quality of perception, like blurring effects. Second, gaze has to be actively controlled when peering at an object or memorizing the location of a feeding source.
Each solution can be found in animal kingdom to be implemented by sets of behaviors that often are tightly linked
to each other. In insects where gaze shifts can not be facilitated by eye movements, the whole body movement may
be involved. I want to give two examples of behavior in insects each of which involve both aspects.
A praying mantis uses side-to-side gaze shifts to estimate the distance to its prey. This peering behavior is
accomplished by moving the whole body. The animal adjusts translational movements according to the distance
to the object. The farther away the object is, the bigger are the side-to-side movements. Translational gaze shift
induces an optic flow that gives depth cues. The mantis uses these cues to jump on prey very precisely (Poteser
and Kral, 1995).
Bees stabilize the orientation of the head using whole field visual flow. Like mantis, they show whole-body sideto-side movements when peering for example a feeding location, but they do it during flight. To change direction
in flight a bee needs to rotate its thorax so that the beating wings produce the according drift. However, the head
does not rotate with the thorax but is kept perfectly upright (Boeddeker and Hemmi, 2010). By manipulating large
portions of the visual flow, the authors of the according article were able to manipulate the orientation of the
head. This demonstrates that the stabilization mechanism that keeps the head upright uses wide field optic flow,
which usually is generated by self motion - such as a rolling body. The mechanism induces a counter movement
of the head. This stabilizes the gaze and the occurrence of rotational optic flow is avoided. Gaze shifts or gaze
stabilization behaviors that are driven by visual motion in this way are called ‘optokinetic responses’ and have been
found in virtually all seeing animals.
Freely flying blowflies evolved a saccadic flight strategy to reduce rotational components in their self motion to
short moments. When navigating, a curved flight path would introduce rotational self motion that interfered with
the necessity of generating optic flow including depth information. Schilstra and van Hateren (1998) observed
that instead of flying on curved paths, the blowfly moves in a straight way for a while and then rapidly changes
body orientation before flying off straight in the new direction. The saccadic body turns are accompanied by facilitating head movements. This behavior separates translational and rotational components of self motion in time.
Necessary rotations are concentrated to short moments while most of the time translational self motion induces
optic flow including cues about the three-dimensional composition of the environment.

Behavioral Optimization of the Visual Input in Birds
Behavioral evidence for the Use of Optic Flow Parameters in Free Flight

As mentioned in the previous section, there is only little direct evidence of birds making use of optic flow
parameters in flight. While there are many studies on optokinetic gaze stabilization during walking and electrophysiological evidence for motion processing in anaesthetized birds (see below), only few studies showed that the
control of flight maneuvers may be influenced by the retinal flow field.
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The main reason for this lack of data is the size and speed of freely flying birds which limit the feasibility of
experiments in the laboratory. On the one hand, birds need relatively large space to perform flight maneuvers
compared to that needed by maneuvering insects. On the other hand, a high spatial and temporal resolution is
necessary to measure the fast movements of avian flight maneuvers sufficiently accurate. Recording techniques
only recently became efficient enough to study such behavior in greater detail. This allows the observation of a
relatively large space with high resolution using high speed cameras. However, the few older studies focusing on
behavior that can be observed more easily provide a good basis for the study of optic flow usage in birds.
Lee and Reddish (1981) reported that during plummeting, gannets use an optic flow parameter (tau, τ) to
stretch their wings back just in time and avoid injury from hitting the water surface. The parameter τ stands for
the concurrent time to contact during an approach with constant velocity. This parameter can be calculated by the
expanding flow field generated during the dive by the reflections on the water surface.
During a dive towards the water surface a gannet, like any other object, constantly accelerates due to gravity.
The higher the starting point is over the water surface, the higher is the velocity before contact. Since τ stands
for the time to collision for a constant velocity, for different diving durations a specific value of τ is reached at
different times before the water surface is actually reached. The authors calculated this function and called it the ‘τ
strategy’. They found the behavioral data to fit the τ strategy but not other possible strategies like using the correct
time to collision or a specific height to trigger the behavior.
For a landing hawk, Davies and Green (1990) demonstrated that foot extension was also triggered by τ. In
contrast, pigeons did not use τ for foot extension at landing. In a following article, Lee et al. (1993) found that
pigeons use τ not to trigger foot extension but for the control of flight velocity. By keeping the rate of change
in τ constant, the pigeon continuously decelerates during approach of a perch. In a fixed absolute distance to the
perch the pigeon then extends its feet and grabs the perch.

Optokinetic Reactions: Compensation of Rotational Movements

A set of visually driven (optokinetic) reactions facilitates the avoidance of optic flow from rotational self motion. In humans the optokinetic nystagmus is a common phenomenon. Between fast gaze corrections, eye movements compensate for the image displacements when the visual scene translates from one side to the other in the
visual field - for example when looking out of the window in a moving train. This produces the motion parallax
effect. The same eye movements can be observed when the observer turns on the spot.
However, birds do not move their eyes as readily as mammals do. They rather move the head in an optokinetic
head nystagmus. The reaction is also called ‘optocollic reaction’ because it is executed by the neck muscles. Gioanni (1988a,b) showed that eye movements make up to only 10-20% of the overall gaze shift while performing
such an optokinetic reaction. The advantage of controlling head rather than eye movements to compensate body
movements would be to not only stabilize vision but also the vestibular input. Additionally, the neck of birds is
very flexible and allows gaze stabilization versus body movements of much higher amplitude than possible by eye
rotations (Warrik et al., 2002).
The kinematics of rotational movements can be described as the sum of movements about three perpendicular
axes of rotation: yaw, pitch and roll. In a yaw rotation the head or body turns left or right about the vertical axis.
A pitch rotation describes the up and down turns about the transverse axis. Roll rotations are turns about the
longitudinal axis.
Warrik et al. (2002) stated that birds isolate their heads from body accelerations during flight. The very flexible
neck of birds allows the compensation of body turns and up and down body movements occurring in flapping
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flight and maneuvers. For example, pigeons keep the head upright during body rolls of over 270°. This was explained by an optokinetic roll reaction.
The most often studied optokinetic reaction was the head nystagmus that compensates yaw rotations (e.g. Bilo
and Bilo, 1978; Fite et al., 1979; Gioanni, 1988a,b, Maurice and Gioanni, 2004a,b,2006; Eckmeier and Bischof,
2008; Masseck and Hoffmann, 2009) during the slow phase. This has been tested in the rotating drum paradigm
which we used for the study depicted in chapter III (Eckmeier and Bischof, 2008). Here, instead of inducing yaw
self motion, the visual scene which consists of the inner walls of a turning drum, is rotated around the tethered
bird. The bird’s head follows the rotation of the drum in the slow phase of the nystagmus, stabilizing the visual
input, and is then rotated back in the fast phase. However, the optokinetic roll reaction has also been studied (Gioanni 1988a; named ‚vertical optokinetic nystagmus’) in the same way.

Head Bobbing: Compensation of Forward Translation?

Head bobbing is an optokinetic behavior typical for many birds (Dagg, 1977ab; Davies and Green, 1988; Green
and Davies, 1994; Necker, 2007). During head bobbing the head moves back and forth in regard to the body while
walking or otherwise locomoting slowly. In regard to the visual scene, however, the head does not move backwards. It rather is held stable in space while the body catches up with the head. Thus a head bobbing cycle consists
of a ‚hold phase‘ which compensates translational movement and a fast forward movement during ‚thrust phase‘
(first to describe: Dunlap and Mowrer, 1930). Since the kinematics of head bobbing are controlled by optic flow
it is assumed that it is an active sensing behavior that optimizes visual input (Friedman, 1975; Frost, 1978; Troje
and Frost, 1999; 2000; Cronin, 2005).
What tasks for the processing mechanism demand a visual input like it emerges from head bobbing? Does it
make sense to compensate translational self motion? Especially analysis of head bobbing during different modes
of locomotion revealed further cues that may lead to an answer.
When walking, the hold phase is discussed to facilitate object recognition by the reduction of motion blur or
to enhance the ability to detect moving objects by avoiding additional motion vectors from self motion. This is
supported by the results of Pratt (1982) who studied the occurrence of eye movements during head bobbing in
chicken. He did not find saccadic eye movements during hold phases but during 80% of thrust phases. An everyday observation also facilitates this idea: when holding a chicken it tries to keep its head completely stabilized
regardless of the way and direction its body is moved. In this case the head bobbing cycle would emerge from the
necessity to reposition the head regularly during forward locomotion.
But the hold phase is highly dependent on locomotion velocity. The faster the bird moves – regardless of the
mode of locomotion – the shorter are the hold phases. Additionally, if a certain threshold velocity is reached, the
head is not completely stabilized anymore but keeps moving forward slowly. At even faster velocities, the duration
of the hold phase is reduced until no head bobbing can be observed anymore (Davies and Green, 1988; Cronin
at al., 2005).
On the other hand, the thrust phase may generate translational motion used to estimate the distance to objects
in the lateral visual field. It was shown that head bobbing often occurs when the bird is foraging on the ground
(Cronin et al., 2005). Pigeons show head bobbing when peering at a perch they are about to target (Green et al.,
1994). It was also shown that pigeons are able to discriminate objects during the thrust phase (Jiménez Ortega et
al., 2009) which in parts contradicts the idea of a hold phase being necessary for object detection. The question
about the actual function of head bobbing is therefore still open.
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Central Processing of Visual Motion Information in the Avian Brain
Self Motion Processing in the Accessory Optic System

To control optokinetic reactions, the ongoing self motion needs to be carefully monitored. Self motion is associated with whole-field motion. The processing of whole-field motion in the avian brain is accomplished by the
accessory optic system.
The accessory optic system provides a bottom-up processing pathway in the avian visual system (figure 3A).
Displaced retinal ganglion cells project to the nucleus of the basal optic root and the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali; Karten et al. 1977; Fite et al., 1981; Wöhrn et al., 1998; Mey and Thanos, 2000). From here, information
is further transferred to the ocular motor complex and vestibulocerebellum via the inferior olive (Brauth, 1977;
Brecha and Karten, 1979; Gioanni et al. 1983a, b; Simpson, 1984).
Already in the retina selectivity for motion direction is found (e.g. Borg-Graham, 2001). So called starburst
amacrine cells integrate the input of the photoreceptors in their vicinity. These neurons respond selectively for
one direction and project to direction selective retinal ganglion cells (e.g. He and Masland, 1997). Whether these include the displaced retinal ganglion cells that project into the accessory optic system is unknown. It is also
unknown whether the displaced retinal ganglion cells show direction selectivity.
However, studies on the distribution of displaced retinal ganglion cells revealed a mosaic of exceptional high
regularity. While analysis of the distribution of single displaced retinal ganglion cells did not reveal a conclusive
regularity, Deplano and Pedemonte (2001) found that these cells clustered in groups of 3-4. Taking into account
the clusters gave rise to an exceptional degree of order in the distribution of displaced ganglion cells throughout
the entire retina. This would facilitate precise estimation of self motion direction.
Nucleus lentiformis mesencephali and nucleus of the basal optic root both code for self motion. Most neurons
in the two nuclei at the first stage of the accessory optic system have large receptive fields and are selective for
large flow fields. They respond selectively to visual motion as it emerges from different directions of self-motion
(Wylie and Frost, 1999; Wylie, 2000). Being spontaneously active these neurons show an increase in spike rate
when stimulated with a grating moving in a preferred direction and a decrease in activity when stimulated in antipreferred direction. These neurons could further be categorized by their preference for either high (‘fast’ neurons)
or low temporal frequencies (‘slow’ neurons).
The two nuclei mainly differ in self motion direction preference of the fast neurons. While in nucleus lentiformis mesencephali neurons preferring a high spatial frequency almost exclusively responded to gratings moving
from temporal to nasal, fast neurons in nucleus of the basal optic root responded to upwards and downwards
moving gratings as well as to nasal to temporal moving ones.
Iwaniuk and Wylie (2007) found that the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali is hypertrophied in birds capable
of hovering and backward flight. Since nucleus lentiformis mesencephali incorporates cells with a preference for
temporal-to-nasal optic flow, this might reflect the increased necessity to use optic flow from backwards self-motion for position- and maneuver-control in those birds.
However, nucleus of the basal optic root and nucleus lentiformis mesencephali do not function independently.
A massive projection from nucleus of the basal optic root to nucleus lentiformis mesencephali was found. In a
study in which nucleus of the basal optic root was blocked Crowder et al. (2003) found an effect on the direction
preference and related response properties of neurons in nucleus lentiformis mesencephali. Also, blockade of
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nucleus lentiformis mesencephali lead to an altered direction selectivity tuning in more than 80% of neurons recorded in nucleus of the basal optic root (Wang et al., 2001).
In the medial column of the inferior olive, the next step in the accessory optic system, Winship and Wylie
(2001) found neurons selective for rotational and translational self-motion along or around certain axes. The
receptive fields of these neurons are panoramic, spanning the binocular visual field. Winship and Wylie (2001)
assume that both, the selectivity and the size of receptive fields are based on the properties of nucleus lentiformis
mesencephali and nucleus of the basal optic root.
The accessory optic system information re-crosses to the other hemisphere when the signal is transduced to the
vestibulocerebellum. This input originates from nucleus lentiformis mesencephali, nucleus of the basal optic root
and the medial column of the inferior olive (Wylie et al., 1999, Pakan et al., 2005, 2006; Pakan and Wylie, 2006;
Wylie et al., 2007). Neurons responsive for translational and rotational self motion prefer the same directions as
those in contralateral inferior olive (Winship and Wylie, 2001).

Object Motion Processing in the Tectofugal Visual System

To detect objects in the visual scene the brain needs to find local discontinuities in the optic flow. Local motion
occurs when the image of an object moves within the scene. Immobile objects herein produce motion vectors that
are part of the whole field visual flow generated by self motion. Moving objects produce local flow fields where
object motion generated vectors are added to self motion generated vectors. Therefore a visual system associates
the occurrence of local motion with objects (Frost et al., 1990a).
This is processed in the tectofugal visual pathway. Retinal information is projected to the optic tectum and
further to the nucleus rotundus and then the entopallium (figure 3B).
Apart from cells responsive to other object related information, subgroups of the neurons at all stations of
this system show selectivity to ‚looming‘ stimuli that is expanding objects. Expansion is usually correlated with
approach. These neurons are also assumed to process the time to collision with an obstacle (Frost et al., 1990a;
Wang and Frost, 1992; Sun and Frost, 1998; Wu et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2006).
The tectum opticum is an anatomically pronounced area in avian brains which has a layered architecture and a
retinotopic presentation of the visual scene (Hamdi and Whitteridge, 1954; Frost et al., 1990b; Keary et al., 2010).
Motion sensitive neurons are selective for small stimuli moving at moderate velocities in a preferred direction. The
tuning for directions is rather broad (Jassik-Gerschenfeld and Guichard, 1972; Frost and DiFranco, 1976). When
a background moves in the same direction, the response is inhibited and it is excited when object and background
move in opposite directions (Frost and Nakayama, 1983).
When the information has been transferred to nucleus rotundus, the retinotopic representation is no longer
detectable. Different properties of objects, such as color, luminance and of course motion, are represented in
different subdivisions (Nixdorf and Bischof, 1982; Wang et al., 1993). Motion specific neurons were either excited
or inhibited by small objects in a wide receptive field (approximately 100° diameter). Excited neurons had a low
spontaneous activity while in inhibited neurons spontaneous activity was high (Wang et al., 1993).
The entopallium is the first station receiving information from the thalamic nucleus rotundus. Here, direction
selective neurons and looming selective neurons have also been shown (Frost et al., 1990; Bischof and Watanabe,
1997; Sun and Frost, 1998; Gu et al., 2002). The different categories of motion sensitive neurons are being found
in different subdivisions of the entopallium, indicating that the parallel processing seen in n. rotundus is preserved
also at the telencephalon (Nixdorf and Bischof, 1982).
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Integration of Self-Motion Information into Object Motion Processing

All studies on the tectofugal system that deal with motion processing and tested background or whole-field
motion so far reported that these types of stimuli did not lead to excitatory responses (Frost et al., 1990; Wang
et al., 1993). On the other hand, it has been reported that background motion modulates the response to object
motion (Frost et al., 1990; Wang et al., 2000; Xiao and Frost, 2009). A background moving in the same direction
as the object inhibits the response to it. A background moving in the opposite direction excites it. Similar findings
were made for looming selective neurons.
It has also been shown that the nucleus of the basal optic root projects to the nucleus rotundus (Wang et al.,
2000; Diekamp et al., 2001). In context of looming sensitive neurons, these response properties were discussed by
Frost and Sun (2004) to function as discriminator between an approaching and a targeted object.

The Authors Scientific Contribution to…
… the Influence of Optic Flow on Gaze Shift in Freely Flying Birds
We found evidence for the use of optic flow in the zebra finch (chapter IV). Zebra finches in free flight control
their gaze in a way to optimize the resulting optic flow for a higher information density on depth clues.
We assumed that birds would follow a gaze strategy that separates the translational motion components of the
gaze shift from rotational ones, as it was found in the blowfly. Instead of flying in curves, it alternates between
straight forward flight and saccadic changes of flight direction. The effect on visual processing is an enhancement
of the time where the fly experiences a visual flow field with high information content for depth information,
within the intersaccadic intervals. The stream of information is interrupted only for a few milliseconds, while the
fly performs a body saccade to change flight direction.
To find such a gaze strategy, we observed curved flights of zebra finches in an obstacle avoidance task. We
built a test arena which consisted of a center cage and two outer divisions; one on each side of the center cage.
From one outer division the test bird entered the center cage by a window and exited into the other outer division
through another window at the opposite wall. We forced the birds into a curved flight by introducing an incomplete wall between entrance and exit which the bird had to circle around in order to get to the exit.
We measured gaze direction by means of head orientation in geocentric coordinates. For the reconstruction of
the flight trajectories and head orientations, the obstacle avoidance flights were synchronously video recorded with
two high speed cameras (500 frames/s) from perpendicular angles (in front of the cage and above). The beak tip
was marked manually in every single frame of all footage. The head yaw orientation was measured by additionally
marking the base of the beak in the videos shot from above. From the pixel coordinates in the video frames we
calculated the trajectory in “real world” units.
We found that over the main course of all recorded flights the birds held a stable head orientation (not position!) in geocentric coordinates and shifted gaze in 1-3 saccadic head turns. The birds were able to stabilize head
orientation, although the body moved along a curved trajectory and performed rotations of high amplitude for
steering the head orientation (not position!) was kept constant.
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According to our results, zebra finches do make use of the depth information in an expanding optic flow field
as it is generated from translational self motion. Due to inertia, birds can not perform body saccades like the
blowfly. Instead, the head is moved to compensate for the rotations of the body keeping its orientation in geocentric space unchanged.
An important question in this context addresses the contribution of eye movements to gaze direction. As mentioned above, in this study gaze direction was estimated from the orientation of the head. However, in contrast to
blowflies, birds have moveable eyes that may contribute to the overall gaze shift to up to 20% (Gioanni, 1988a, b).
Analogues to the combined body and head movement in blowflies, combined head and eye movements may be
necessary for an optimally controlled gaze displacement during flight in birds.
This is supported by the finding of Maurice and Gioanni (2004) that in pigeons head and eye movements are
synchronized in the rotating drum paradigm in a facilitating rather than a compensating manner. Unpublished data
from my work suggests that this also is the case in the zebra finch. The kinematics of the optokinetic nystagmus
performed with the eyes by head-fixated zebra finches were similar to those of the optokinetic head nystagmus
in head-free birds.
What about eye movements occurring during intersaccadic intervals? Our model animal possesses lateral eyes.
This leads to an approximately straight image displacement across large parts of the visual field of each eye.
Such a flow field could elicit optokinetic nystagmus in each eye separately. This would be in accordance with the
assumption of motion parallax as a fundamental origin of depth information in birds. However, the eyes would
be moving front-to-back and forth again synchronously leading to a constantly changing visual field. Voss and
Bischof (2009) showed that at least during fixating saccades birds tend to keep their visual field consistent. This
dilemma might be solved by having both eyes perform an optokinetic nystagmus according to the visual input of
only one eye and alternating the ‘leading eye’. However, it would be easier to completely suppress eye movements
during intersaccadic intervals and process depth from translational optic flow instead of motion parallax. Since
the eye movements during translation could not be observed in our video data this is still an open question that
should be addressed in further experiments.

… the Control Mechanism for Optokinetic Reactions
It is suggested that the same mechanism that induces the gaze strategy in free flight also generates the optokinetic reaction in tethered birds. For the visual input to the mechanism that controls the optokinetic head nystagmus
we reported evidence regarding the roles of nucleus lentiformis mesencephali and the nucleus of the basal optic
root. We also determined the dependency of the control mechanism on the illumination level.
Monocular and Binocular optokinetic head nystagmus
Motor areas that control optokinetic reactions get self motion information from the accessory optic system.
Lesion studies designed to investigate the role of the nucleus of the basal optic root and the nucleus lentiformis
mesencephali (first level areas of the accessory optic system) for the control of the optokinetic head nystagmus
gained contradictory results. Fite et al. (1979) reported that lesions of the nucleus of the basal optic root had little
to no effect on the optokinetic head nystagmus, while Gioanni et al. (1983) found a complementary effect of the
nucleus of the basal optic root lesions on optokinetic head nystagmus.
The optokinetic head nystagmus is usually tested in a rotating drum paradigm. Here the bird is tethered headfree in the center of a drum. The walls of the drum are textured with vertical stripes. The drum is then rotated
which for the bird results in a horizontal whole field motion like during self rotation. In order to stabilize this
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visual motion the bird turns its head in accordance to the moving wall of the drum in the slow phase of the oktokinetic reaction and then turns it back in a fast phase.
When the velocity of the turning drum exceeds a certain threshold the bird stops performing the reaction. This
threshold velocity changes under different test conditions and is used to determine the efficacy of an optokinetic
reaction.
From studies on the optokinetic head nystagmus under monocular conditions (one eye blindfolded), the monocular asymmetry of the reaction was already known in pigeons. Gioanni (1988; Gioanni et al. 1981) demonstrated
that in monocular conditions the optokinetic head nystagmus can be evoked at high rotational velocities when the
visual motion induced by the drum ran from temporal to nasal. When the drum turned in opposite direction (nasal
to temporal), the performance was weaker.
With regard to horizontal visual motion, nucleus lentiformis mesencephali codes for temporal to nasal visual
movement and the nucleus of the basal optic root codes for motion in the opposite direction. Since in monocular
condition temporal to nasal motion evokes higher performance, this is in favor of the findings from Fite (1979)
who state that the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali provides sufficient input for the optokinetic head nystagmus.
We assumed that a complementary effect of nucleus of the basal optic root as found by Gioanni (1983) would
be due to activity of nucleus of the basal optic root in the hemisphere contralateral to according nucleus lentiformis mesencephali. For example, when the drum rotated clockwise, the visual scene would move from temporal
to nasal in front of the left eye activating nucleus lentiformis mesencephali in the right hemisphere. In front of
the right eye the visual scene would move from temporal to nasal activating nucleus of the basal optic root of the
right hemisphere.
We hypothesized that if the eye that activates nucleus of the basal optic root gets occluded, nucleus lentiformis mesencephali would still drive the optokinetic head nystagmus. But if nucleus of the basal optic root had a
complementary effect, the performance for optokinetic head nystagmus would be decreased in comparison to
binocular condition.
This was tested in zebra finches in the rotating drum paradigm for monocular and binocular condition and
clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation of the drum.
The results of this test showed that the monocular asymmetry of the optokinetic head nystagmus can be found
in zebra finches. Like in the pigeon, the performance during monocular temporal to nasal stimulation was higher
than during monocular nasal to temporal stimulation.
The performance during temporal to nasal stimulation did not differ from binocular performance so that our
behavioral data do not confirm an influence of nucleus of the basal optic root on optokinetic head nystagmus, at
least not for the contralateral nucleus of the basal optic root. The finding of Gioanni et al. (1983b) that nucleus of
the basal optic root had an influence on optokinetic nystagmus may be due to the effect of the strong reciprocal
connections between nucleus of the basal optic root and nucleus lentiformis mesencephali that influence tuning
and receptive fields of motion selective neurons in both areas.
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Dependence of the optokinetic head nystagmus on Illumination

When one changes the illumination levels in the rotating drum paradigm, the contrast between the black and
white vertical stripes of the texture of the walls is also changed.
To test how these changes influence the performance of optokinetic head nystagmus we tested zebra finches
in the rotating drum. The illumination was preset to a certain illumination level (between 1 and 200 lx). Then the
drum was accelerated in darkness. Finally the light was turned on and the occurrence of an optokinetic head nystagmus was observed. This was repeated for different illumination levels.
We found that the performance of optokinetic head nystagmus increased in a logarithmical fashion with increasing illumination. This indicates that it follows Fechner’s law which describes the function of photoreceptors.
Since we did not reach the plateau which Fechner’s law predicts under lab illumination levels, we measured the
average optokinetic head nystagmus performance in daylight which was about 5000 to 11000 lx. The highest performance we found under artificial light conditions was already close to the performance during daylight. From
regression analysis of the results from the artificial light condition we approximated the illumination at which the
performance would have reached daylight performance between 240 and 290 lx. The maximum drum speed that
evoked optokinetic head nystagmus was at 349°/s ± 67°/s in daylight condition.

… Motion Processing in the Tectofugal Visual System of the Zebra Finch
The main motivation for my most recent study (Eckmeier et al., submitted; chapter V) was to find motion sensitive neurons responsive to discontinuities in realistic optic flow that are related to objects. Since object motion
is processed in the tectofugal visual system we chose to conduct multi-unit recordings in the nucleus rotundus
of anaesthetized zebra finches. Nucleus rotundus provides a topographic representation of object features rather
than a retinotopic representation which makes it a more promising target than the optic tectum.
We hypothesized that neurons confronted with realistic optic flow revealed response properties that were more
conclusive about the actual function of these neurons than those found with more simplified stimuli. Especially
naturalistic stimuli would provide an optic flow optimized for depth perception by natural gaze control.
We developed a set of experimenter-controlled stimuli to characterize the response properties in a conventional way before comparing the results to those from naturalistic experiments. These stimuli included global motion
stimuli resembling the optic flow experienced during self motion, as well as a quick scan for the size and position
of the receptive field and other stimuli.
For the naturalistic replay experiment we used a reconstructed real flight in the bird’s perspective. The original
flight was recorded in our previous behavioral study on the gaze strategy during free flight (Eckmeier et al., 2008;
chapter IV).
We found two groups of rotundal motion sensitive neurons regarding response latency. Similar results were
found in an earlier study on the zebra finch (Schmidt and Bischof, 2001) as well as studies on the pigeon (Folta et
al., 2004, 2007).
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In these earlier studies the cause for the differences in response latency was assumed to be correlated with the
origin of the visual input. Early responding neurons received input from the contralateral eye while late responding neurons received input from the ipsilateral eye. Folta et al. (2004, 2007) stated that input from the ipsilateral
eye was mediated via a top-down pathway while contralateral input would reach nucleus rotundus in a bottom-up
pathway. The difference in response latency would thus be caused by the longer transmission path for ipsilateral
input.
The idea of a longer transmission path for ipsilateral input to cause one group of neurons to respond later
does not seem to hold true in our experiment. We found neurons with receptive fields in the area covered by the
contralateral eye as well as neurons with a binocular receptive field. However, early and late responding neurons
possessed binocular receptive fields. Thus, binocular input seems to reach some neurons of nucleus rotundus via
a shorter pathway than assumed by Folta et al. (2004), possibly via the direct inter-hemispherical rotundo-rotundal
connection.

The influence of global motion on the response of rotundal motion selective neurons was confirmed in a surprising way. Previous work from other laboratories indicated, that background motion had an effect on the processing of the motion of objects (Wang et al., 2000; Diekamp et al., 2001; Xiao and Frost, 2009). Pure background
motion, however, was shown to inhibit neuronal activity (Frost et al., 1990). It was therefore assumed that motion
selective neurons in nucleus rotundus as well as other areas of the tectofugal visual system would not respond to
global flow fields like they are perceived during self motion.
Here we could demonstrate that neurons in nucleus rotundus respond to pure self motion resembling flow
fields. The reason for this would be that we used a panoramic presentation of motion and included depth cues.
Conventional tests showed an object in front of a plane background (e.g. Frost et al., 1990; Diekamp et al., 2001;
Xiao and Frost, 2009). The background in our stimulus consisted of many objects distributed over a depth continuum, surrounding the bird. Thus, our stimulus was built to be more complex and show more realistic motion
patterns. We conclude that this causes the different response properties found in our data.
The next step was the naturalistic replay of a flight during which an obstacle was avoided. Neurons did not
respond as was expected from our own conventional motion stimuli. Two neurons we found to respond selectively
to rotational self motion signaled the approach towards an object in the naturalistic condition. Also, the response
to objects being approached did not show similarities to the response to looming objects in the receptive field. A
neuron with lateral receptive field did not show any specific response properties in the conventional experiments.
However, it precisely signaled the moment at which the obstacle moved through the receptive field.
These results demonstrate that response properties of single neurons in the tectofugal visual system differ
largely between stimuli of different degrees of complexity. The additional perspective enhances the way in which
the actual function of these neurons can be studied.

The response properties of neurons responding to discontinuities in the optic flow caused by single objects
are reminiscent of findings in the blowfly. A decrease of response activity during stimulation with changing global
motion stimuli was shown in our study. Results from the blowfly, which were acquired using a naturalistic replay
hint towards a similar direction (Liang et al., 2008). There, motion sensitive neurons adapted to global motion. In
the adapted state the base line of the membrane potential due to background motion was lower than in the nonadapted state. A novel object that evoked the same activation levels in both states was thus responded to with a
clearer signal in the adapted state. In our study, the response to the naturalistic stimuli shows a high spike rate at the
beginning that decreases over the course of the stimulus. Both objects, obstacle and window, evoked similar spike
rates. However, due to the lower base line at the end of the stimulus and the bigger difference between baseline
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and peak activity, the response to the later appearing window is a clearer signal than that to the early appearing
obstacle (chapter V).
Neurons that signal the three-dimensional structure of the environment from optic flow discontinuities in the
blowfly and in the zebra finch, share common properties. The two neurons signaling approach found in the zebra
finch responded with a preference for horizontal rotational self-motion (yaw rotation). The responses to objects
were obscured by slow head turns while fast head turns did not have an effect on the response. This is similar to
the situation in the blowfly. Kern et al. (2005) showed that the motion dynamics generated by the saccadic gaze
strategy of the blowfly lead to a representation of the spatial relation of a fly to its surroundings during intersaccadic intervals. They also found that these responses showed a clearer signal when residual body yaw rotations
were compensated during intersaccadic intervals by stabilizing head movements (Kern et al., 2006). From studies
that used conventional stimuli, the neuron they recorded (HSE; a neuron responsive to horizontal motion) were
previously thought to signal self-rotation. The neurons also did not reliably signal saccadic gaze shifts as would
have been expected for a self-rotation coding neuron. It seems that the velocity tuning of these neurons does not
fit a representation of self-motion. Instead they signal behavioral relevant discontinuities within the optic flow
during translational self motion (Kern et al., 2006).
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- Chapter III The Optokinetic Response in Wild
Type and White Zebra Finches
Dennis Eckmeier and Hans-Joachim Bischof

Abstract
Optic flow is a main source of information about self movement and the three-dimensional composition of
the environment during locomotion. In mammals and birds the accessory optic system (AOS) processes optic
flow. It feeds to several areas that generate different optokinetic driven behaviours such as obstacle avoidance, self
motion experience or oculomotor response.
The optokinetic response (OKR) is triggered by rotational optic flow, e.g. in a rotating drum lined with vertical
stripes. We investigated here the effect of the rotational component on the optokinetic response (OKR) in white
and wild type zebra finches. White birds were investigated because previous studies revealed strong deviations of
the wiring of the visual system. However, concerning the OKR there was no difference between colour morphs.
Monocular exposure exhibited an asymmetric OKR with a much stronger temporal to nasal component, while the
binocularly induced OKR was symmetrical. OKR merging frequency was dependent on the illumination level in
agreement with Fechner’s law, saturation was reached at about 560 lx. In bright daylight, white birds did not show
optokinetic responses. We conclude that the accessory optic system, which is processing optic flow in birds, does
not show wiring deviations like other visual areas in white zebra finches. The unwillingness of responding with
OKR at bright daylight by white birds may be due to a strong lack of inhibition within the visual system which we
have demonstrated in earlier studies and which may enhance the sensibility to glare.

This chapter has been published:
Eckmeier, D. and Bischof, H. J. (2008). The optokinetic response in wild type and white zebra finches.
J Comp Physiol A Neuroethol Sens Neural Behav Physiol 194, 871-8.

additional illustration: Two types (morphs) of zebra finches.

above: the wild type zebra finch.

The typical colors are found. Gender is easily identified by the sexual dimorphism of the feather colors.
Males have the typical zebra pattern on their neck
and breast as well as brown patches with white dots
at their sides and an orange patch on the cheeck.

right: the white morph.

All feathers are white. The sexual dimporphism in
feather color is therefore not visual. Beak and eyes,
however, show normal coloration.

(the content of this box was not included in the
original publication)
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Introduction
Moving around in an unpredictable environment appears to be an easy task, judged from the observation of
animals walking or flying in their natural habitat. However, its complexity becomes obvious if one analyses the
sensory and motor demands for perfect orientation and manoeuvring skills which can be observed for example
in birds. On the motor side, a lot of adaptations like weight reduction, metabolism enhancement and the special
construction of the wings are examples for the optimization of the avian body for flight. On the sensory side, it
is mainly the visual system which has been optimized for fast processing of sensory information as it is necessary
during flight. This paper describes experiments aiming to investigate processing of optic flow by the visual system
of birds. Self-motion of the animal induces motion of the visual scene on the retina. This optic flow can be translational or rotational, dependent on whether the motion is straight (forward, backward, up, down) or involves a
rotation or turn of the head. Translational optic flow has been shown to be a major sensory cue which the animal
can use for navigation. It contains information about the three-dimensional composition of the environment,
for example the distance between objects. Most support for this role of optic flow has been obtained with flying
insects (rev. Lappe 2000, Kern et al. 2001), but there is also evidence that birds use it for manoeuvring (e. g. Davis
and Green, 1990, 1991; Lee and Davis, 1993). Rotational optic flow does not contain such information, and it
has been shown that insects avoid contaminating the translational optic flow by concentrating the necessary turns
inducing rotational flow to short saccades (Kern et al. 2005).
A similar reaction to rotation, the optokinetic response (OKR), has been observed in all animals examined so
far. When a subject is situated inside a rotating drum with vertical stripes, the eye (or head) responds to the optic
stimulation by following the movement of the stripes. Traditionally, it has been interpreted as a mechanism which
stabilizes an image on the retina for better object identification, but it may also play a role for stabilization of translational optic flow. Among vertebrates, it is a specific characteristic of birds to follow the rotation of a pattern with
the head instead of moving only the eyes. It has been demonstrated that the head response in birds is coupled so
strongly to the eye response that measurements of both give almost identical results (Gioanni et al, 1988).
The OKR has been examined to obtain information of the processing capacities of the visual system, for example to measure the visual merging frequency, that is the maximal number of perceivable contrast changes, or the
fastest speed detectable by the visual system (Bischof 1988). It has also been used as a diagnostic tool to detect
deficits due to genetic or other disorders of the visual system.
In vertebrates, one of the three main visual pathways, the so called accessory optic system (AOS) is specialized
for the processing of optic flow. Together with a closely connected pretectal nucleus (n. lentiformus mesencephali)
it receives direct retinal input from the displaced ganglion cells, a subpopulation of retinal ganglion cells located
outside of the ganglion cell layer. The information from these nuclei is then fed to optokinetic reaction control nuclei (oculomotor nuclear complex and vestibulocerebellum; Gioanni et al. 1983, Brauth and Karten 1977,
Brecha and Karten 1978). It also transfers information to brain areas calculating the time to collision of objects
approaching on a collision course (e. g. N. rotundus, Wang and Frost 1992, Wylie et al. 1997, Diekamp et al., 2001)
and controlling self motion (vestibulocerebellum, Brauth and Karten 1977, Wylie et al. 1997, 1998).
All information available for birds as yet stems from research on the pigeon. From the biggest avian group, the
passerines, no information is available. We therefore decided to investigate the optokinetic response in the zebra
finch, a small songbird from Australia, the visual system of which we have explored over the last 30 years.
Another reason to investigate the OKR was its suitability as a diagnostic tool for the function of the accessory
optic system. A number of studies has demonstrated that in albino animals the optokinetic reactions are reduced
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additional illustration: The rotating drum.

above: the drum.

The drum is illuminated by a light adjustable in illumination. The walls of the drum are lined with vertical
stripes. Turning direction can be changed from clockwise to counter clockwise.

right: zebra finch in the drum.

The test bird is wraped in cloth. The bird is then attached to a holder in the center of the drum via the cloth.
The drum covers most of the visual field. When it is turning the bird therefore begins stabilizing the visual
flow by performing the optokinetic nystagmus (see introduction).

(the content of this box was not included in the original publication)
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(albino rabbit, Collewijn et al. 1985) or absent (albino ferrets, Hoffmann et al. 2004). Collewijn et al. speculated
that the induction of the OKR in rabbits might be due to normally nondecussating fibers from the temporal retina
which cause an inversion of the OKR response in the anterior sector of the visual field. Hoffmann et al. were able
to show that the deficit was due to changes within the NOT (nucleus of the optic tract) which is the mammalian
homologue of the LM (n. lentiformis mesencephali) in birds, and not in motor areas. The mammalian albino visual system differs from that of the normal animal by strongly reduced ipsilaterally projecting retinal ganglion cell
fibers. This lack of binocular information within the NOT may be responsible for the OKR deficit (Hoffmann
et al. 2004).
The white morph of the zebra finch is a partial albino. In contrast to full albinos, its eye is pigmented and
normally structured (Bredenkötter and Bischof 1996). However, it develops strong deviations in the central visual
system (Leminski and Bischof 1996). The optic nerve, which is totally crossing in birds, is unaffected, while the
recrossing fibers, conveying information of the eye from contralateral visual areas back to the ipsilateral hemisphere, are strongly enhanced. This leads to an enhancement of neuronal responses within the visual brain areas
ipsilateral to the stimulated eye (Engelage and Bischof 1988, Bredenkötter and Bischof 1996).
Given these strong physiological changes we proposed that behavioural reactions in white zebra finches may
also be altered. The optokinetic nystagmus seemed to be a good first choice to investigate behaviour, because albinism has been shown to induce strong alterations in other albinotic animals (Collewijn et al. 1985, Hoffman et
al. 2004). Due to the wiring of the visual system of birds without direct visual input of the ipsilateral eye to the
nuclei of the AOS, we expected asymmetries of the OKR for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation if only
one eye could be used. Because the recrossing visual projections are stronger in white zebra finches, we speculated
that this asymmetry could be smaller in white animals.

Material and Methods
Twelve white and twelve wild type zebra finches from the institute’s stock were used for the experiments testing
the OKR with binocular and monocular viewing. Another six males of each morph were tested in experiments
under variable illumination conditions.
The bird was wrapped into a poncho-like piece of cloth with its head free and then attached to a holder by a
clamp. It was positioned in the middle of a rotating drum (59 cm inner diameter; 38.5 cm height) facing its walls
which were lined with vertical black and white stripes of equal width (3.24°). The drum was illuminated from
above by a light bulb (200W) which could be regulated at the power supply. The bird’s head was monitored by a
video camera from above to avoid distractions by direct observation.
The drum was rotated by a small electric motor. Velocities were adjusted by regulating the current supply and
measured by a photo sensor monitoring the frequency of black-white transitions passing the point of measurement. For experiments with low illumination, a calibration curve was established in addition to determine the
frequency as a function of the applied voltage.
The illumination level was measured in lux [lx] by a hand-held illumination meter positioned within the drum
facing the same area of the drum’s wall as the bird’s head.
To cover an eye for the monocular condition, we used eye caps made from soft plastic foil usually used as table
cover. To manufacture these caps, the foil was firmly attached to one side of a plexiglass box which had numerous
holes of 6 mm diameter on that side. The box was attached to a vacuum pump by high pressure tubing. By eva-
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figure 1: box-whisker plot: comparison of
clockwise and counter-clockwise stimulation.
Means for each morph (wild type and white) and each eye opened
(left and right), there is one mean value for clockwise (CW) and
counter-clockwise (CCW) stimulation as indicated by the arrows.
Boxes indicate SEM, whiskers SDM.

figure 2: box-whisker plot of results with

constant illumination.

Means for monocular and binocular conditions. Monocular: for each morph (white and wild type) there is the
mean visual merging frequency for N-T and that for
T-N stimulation. Binocular: the mean visual merging
frequency for each morph. Boxes indicate SEM, whiskers SDM.
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cuating the box with the pump, the plastic foil was pressed onto the holes. The foil was then slightly warmed with
a hot fan until it was soft enough to be sucked gently into the holes. With quite a lot of experience, hemispherical
plastic caps could be produced, which were glued on the feathers around the eye with a silicone medical adhesive
normally used for artificial stomata. The caps could be removed easily after the experiment.
For determination of the effects of monocular and binocular viewing, the illumination was set to the highest
level possible. The drum accelerated while the bird was watching. At a certain velocity the bird stopped head movements and the corresponding frequency was recorded.
For experiments with variable light conditions, the lamp was first set to a certain illumination level and then
turned off. In darkness the rotation speed of the drum was set. Then the light was turned on again with preset
brightness. By this method, the resulting merging frequency could not be contaminated by movements of the
bird’s head induced by lower speed of the drum before the merging frequency was reached. We measured in steps
of 6.4 Hz (0.5 V), starting with 28.6 Hz (5 V). The frequency was registered at which the birds did not respond
optokinetically when the light was turned on again.
To examine the merging frequency under daylight the method used in the previous experiment was not applicable. Therefore we accelerated the drum while the birds were able to watch the moving stripes. For a comparison
with lower illumination levels, we also measured a threshold curve under increasing light level as we did in the
experiment before.

Results
Monocular and Binocular OKR
This experiment was run to examine the asymmetry of the OKR if only one eye is open. Because the symmetry
of the optokinetic response may depend on the amount of ipsilateral input to the AOS, we presumed that the
asymmetry would be smaller in white birds which have enhanced ipsilateral projections. The variable condition
for this test was monocular (left or right) and binocular viewing. Individuals were tested ten times during counterclockwise (ccw) and another ten times during clockwise (cw) rotation of the drum for each condition. The results
were statistically analyzed with ANOVA and posthoc Newman-Keuls tests.
Wild Type
For wild type animals, measurement of OKR with both eyes open revealed a mean visual merging frequency of
111.5 (± 8.55 Hz SEM) for clockwise and 113.6 (± 9.90 Hz SEM) for counter-clockwise rotations of the drum (figure 1). There was no significant difference between the two rotation directions (ANOVA; F = 0.099, P = 0.755).
The mean of the both conditions was 112.55 Hz (± 9.44 Hz SEM).
Monocular tests revealed a mean visual merging frequency of 118.26 (± 12.59 Hz SEM) for an open left eye,
when the drum rotated clockwise. In counter-clockwise condition with open left eye the mean visual merging
frequency was 58.86 (± 2.99 Hz SEM). When the right eye was open, we recorded mean frequencies of 48.2 (±
7.30 Hz SEM) for clockwise and 107.42 (± 9.97 Hz SEM) for counter-clockwise rotation. There was thus a strong
asymmetry of the OKR in tests with monocular viewing (ANOVA, F = 37.421, p < 0.001). In any case, the temporal to nasal rotations of the drum caused higher merging frequencies compared to the nasotemporal rotation.
Statistical analysis showed no significant difference between an open left eye paired with ccw stimulation and
an open right eye paired with cw stimulation (post hoc Newman-Keuls: p = 0,713) and vice versa, but significant
differences for all complementary pairings (p < 0.003). We therefore pooled the results to two classes: temporal to
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figure 3: dependency of the visual merging
frequency on illumination levels.

Acceleration of the drum in the dark (see text) CCW:
counter clockwise stimulation; CW: clockwise stimulation; grey squares: wild type zebra finches; black triangles: white zebra finches; grey line: line of best fit
for wild type birds during low illumination [CCW: R²
= 0,9842; f(x) = 7,8596 ln(x) + 38,402 - CW: R² =
0,991; f(x) = 7,7795 ln(x) + 38,745]; grey line: line of
best fit for white birds during low illumination [CCW:
R² = 0,9724; f(x) = 7,7825 ln(x) + 35,151 – CW: R²
= 0,9931; f(x) = 8,5113 ln(x) + 35,428]. Bars indicate
SDM.

figure 4: dependency of the visual merging fre-

quency on illumination levels.

Acceleration of the drum with light on (see text). Small
squares: mean visual merging frequency for a given illumination; big square: mean daylight data point; line:
line of best fit for low illumination [R² = 0.9475; f(x) =
10.04 ln(x) + 43,827]. Bars indicate SDM.
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nasal (T-N; left eye open with cw rotation and right eye open with ccw rotation) stimulation and nasal to temporal
(N-T; left eye open with ccw rotation and right eye open with cw rotation) stimulation. N-T stimulations resulted
in significantly lower visual merging frequencies compared to T-N (Anova; F = 50.38, P < 0.0001).
Comparison of monocular and binocular conditions (figure 2) revealed differences (Anova; F = 23.53, p <
0.001). While T-N and binocular performances were not different (Newman-Keuls; p = 0.975), the OKR induced
by N-T stimulation was lower than the binocularly induced ones (p < 0.001).
White Morph
In contrast to our expectations, the results for white birds were very similar to those obtained in the wild
type animals (figure 1). The visual merging frequency for OKR with binocular viewing was 97.31 Hz (± 5.63 Hz
SEM) for clockwise rotation of the drum and 102.22 Hz (± 9.57 Hz SEM) for counter-clockwise rotation. The
difference was not significant (Anova; F = 3,234, p = 0.078). The mean of both conditions amounted to 99.76
Hz (± 9.44 Hz SEM).
When the left eye was open, the mean visual merging frequency was 48.30 (± 7.61 Hz SEM) for counter-clockwise rotation and 107.16 Hz (± 5.38 Hz SEM) for the clockwise condition. With the right eye open, we recorded
mean visual merging frequencies of 40.31 Hz (± 6.76 Hz SEM) for clockwise and 102.78 Hz (± 17.71 Hz SEM)
for counter-clockwise stimulation.
There were significant differences between the different monocular conditions (Anova; F = 11.87, p < 0.001).
Comparing the results of an open left eye paired with ccw stimulation and an open right eye paired with cw stimulation (Newman-Keuls; p = 0.593) and vice versa showed no significant difference (p = 0.769). Tests of the
reverse conditions showed significant differences (p < 0.003). As in the wild type animals, this showed that there
was a strong asymmetry in tests with monocular viewing, with higher merging frequencies for the temporal to
nasal rotations compared to the nasal to temporal ones. Lumping together the two temporal to nasal and nasal to
temporal conditions (figure 2), respectively, revealed that this difference was significant (Anova, F = 50.388, p <
0.0001). Again, the binocular results were not different from the nasal to temporal condition (p = 0.975), but from
the T-N results (p < 0.001).Comparison of the Morphs
The performances of both morphs for binocularly induced OKR do not differ significantly (Newman-Keuls:
p = 0.36). The same was found for T-N (p = 0.672) and N-T (p = 0.310) stimulations in the monocular condition
(figure 1 and 2).

Illumination Level Dependency of OKR
We tested each individual at twelve illumination levels from 1 to 200 lx once per stimulation direction. Figure
3 shows that visual merging frequencies strongly correlated with illumination. There was no difference between
white and wild type zebra finches (Anova; F = 0.39, p = 0.5). In agreement with the results of the experiments to
test the influence of the eyes, we found no significant difference between stimulus directions (Anova; F = 0.5, p
= 0.89).
Daylight
In daylight all wild type, but only one white zebra finch showed optokinetic responses sufficient for data analysis. Each bird was tested three times for each stimulus , the corresponding illumination was measured directly
thereafter.
As illumination undergoes fast changes during daylight, we were not able to achieve more than one measurement for a given illumination level. Therefore we calculated the means of the illuminations and of the corresponding visual merging frequencies to obtain one single value (figure 4). Mean daylight illumination was 8133.5 ± 2909
lx), the corresponding merging frequency 107.38 Hz ± 20.47 Hz).
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In short: The avian accessory optic system (AOS).
So-called displaced retinal ganglion cells project to two areas of the accessory optic system: nucleus of the
basal optic root (nBOR) and nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (LM). The optic nerve hereby crosses completely to the contralateral hemisphere of the brain. LM and nBOR are characterized by their selectivity for
(self motion generated) whole field motion and differ in preferred direction of movement. In context of the
rotating drum paradigm, nBOR and LM of the same hemisphere primarily code for opposing directions.
Information about whole field motion direction is further projected to the vestibulocerebellum (VCb) directly
and indirectly via the inferior olive. Frem there it is further transduced to brain areas controlling optokinetic
reactions.
From our data we conclude that the main input for the optokinetic response originateds from the LM (see
discussion).

nasal

temporal

LM

other purpose?

temporal

+
nBOR

nBOR

OI

OI

VCb

VCb

+
LM

oculomotor control

figure: The avian AOS in the rotating drum paradigm.
Dotted circle indicates a drum turning clock wise. Stripes move from temporal to nasal for the left eye and
from nasal to temporal for the right eye. In the left hemisphere nBOR is stimulated with preferred direction
and consecutive areas are activated. In the right hemisphere LM is elicited by motion in preferred direction,
which via following areas finally contributes to optomotor control.
(the content of this box was not included in the original publication)
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Comparison of Low Illumination and Daylight Results
The daylight datapoints fit well to the calculated lines of best fit from the previous mentioned results in low
light (figure 3). But considering that the reaction to moving stripes should reach a plateau somewhere at higher
illuminations, and because daylight should actually be at the saturation level, this result was not acceptable. So we
did another experiment with other birds under low light conditions. In contrast to the previous experiments, the
light was not switched off before acceleration of the drum.
The results are shown in figure 4. This experimental variation lead to higher results for the visual merging frequency, which got close to daylight results already at relatively low illumination levels (between 240 and 290 lx).
The standard error of the mean became higher, too (SEM between 5.54 and 7.88 Hz when watching the acceleration and between ± 0.54 and 3.92 Hz when the light was turned off during acceleration).
The calculated line of best fit had a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.95. According to its equation (f(x) =
10.04 ln(x) + 43.827), we estimated the saturation point to be reached at about 530 to 590 lx, with a corresponding
visual merging frequency of about 107 Hz.

Discussion
Our results concerning the optokinetic response in the zebra finch, a songbird, are comparable to findings in
the pigeon (Gioanni, 1981; 1988). Temporal to nasal (T-N) and nasal to temporal (N-T) movements of the stimulus exhibit different results if only one eye is open. A stimulus moving in T-N-direction leads to higher merging
frequencies compared to stimulation in N-T direction. Performance during T-N directed stimulation was equal to
that achieved with both eyes open.
The information about the rotational optic flow is transferred from the retina to the pretectal nucleus LM (lentiformis mesencephali) and to nBOR (nucleus of the basal optic root) of the accessory optic system. LM receives
additional input from the contralateral nBor. Both nuclei project to the inferior olive where the input is combined
and further transferred to the cerebellum. At least within the cerebellum, information from both hemispheres is
combined forming one output controlling the OKR. Neurons of the LM specifically represent the T-N direction
of whole field movement with only a few units reacting to other stimulus directions (Wylie and Crowder 2000,
Fu et al. 1998, Winterson et al. 1985), indicating that this nucleus is the main processing unit for the OKR. nBOR
exhibits responses for all other directions of environmental movements, with the exception of T-N directed ones.
nBOR may thus probably modulate the OKR. (Burns and Wallman, 1981; Wylie and Frost, 1999). Gioanni et al.
(1983) and Fite et al (1979) described contradictionary results concerning such modulation. According to Fite, the
nBOR has little to no effect on horizontal OKR, while Gioanni et al. described complementary effect of nBOR
compared with LM.
With both eyes open, the stimulus moves in T-N direction for one eye and in N-T direction for the other. In
this case, the N-T coding cells in the nBOR might enhance the effect of T-N cells of the contralateral LM on
OKR. With one eye covered, this activation of N-T neurons does not occur. If the contralateral nBOR enhances
the ipsilateral LM performance, we would therefore expect the performance in monocular experiments with T-N
stimulation to be weaker than in binocular experiments. This is not the case, indicating that LM provides the dominant input for OKR control in zebra finches and is not additionally supported by contralateral nBOR input.

Dependency of OKR on Illumination Levels
Because we did not find significant differences between white and wild type zebra finches in the previous experiments, we also investigated whether there were differences concerning the dependency of the OKR on the
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illumination level. There were, however, again no significant differences between the colour morphs. When the
light was turned off between the tests so that the birds were not able to see the drum accelerate, the results were
very clear with small standard errors. When plotted on a logarithmic scale, the progression became linear indicating that the curves are following Fechner’s law. The lines of best fit (least squares analysis) matched the data at
the 97-99% level. The maximum visual merging frequency reached in this experiment was about 80 Hz at 210 lx
illumination.
The experiment described above provided a very clear OKR-illumination relation with small standard deviations. It had, however, the disadvantage that the birds were adapted to the dark when they were asked to react
to the moving stimulus. This may have effects on the merging frequency which we measured. We therefore also
investigated which visual merging frequencies we achieved if the drums were accelerated with lights on. Indeed,
the merging frequencies were in this case some 20 Hz higher. If one considers that with this experiment the frequencies measured might be slightly too high because of a “hysteresis” effect which may keep the birds moving
their heads a bit longer than they perceived the moving stripes, the “real” merging frequency might be between
our two measurements.
The linearity of the curves in a logarithmic scale indicates that the illumination level – OKR curve is dependent
on the function of the photoreceptors. In this case and also if the curve might be more determined by the motor
response, there should be a saturation level with higher illumination. Because we did not reach this with the artifical light experiment, we transferred our experimental setup to daylight. According to these daylight measurements,
saturation may be reached at around 560 lx, so that the highest illumination levels at the experimental condition
were already near to the saturation point.

Comparison of White and Wild Type Zebra Finches
Although there were a couple of reasons to speculate about a difference between white and wild type zebra
finches, we did find only one deviation in white birds, namely their unwillingness to perform OKR in bright daylight. Neither the performance under monocular conditions nor the dependency of the merging frequency on the
illumination level were different. We can thus state that, in contrast to albino rabbits (Collewijn et al. 1985) and to
albino ferrets (Hoffmann et al. 2004) the white zebra finches do not seem to have any defect of the OKR system.
The reasons are as yet unclear. It might be that the accessory optic system, in contrast to the other visual projections (Bredenkötter and Bischof 1996) is not affected by the albino mutation. It may also be that binocular interaction, although demonstrated for the AOS (e. g. Wylie, 2000) is not as important in birds as to affect the OKR,
because there were no differences between binocular performance and monocular performance with stimulation
in the preferred direction. However, more experiments are certainly necessary.
The refusion of the white zebra finches to perform OKR under daylight conditions came not fully unexpected.
Our initial reason to investigate the visual system of the white birds was the observation that they had big orientation difficulties at occasions where an animal caretaker entered the aviary. As yet, we presumed that it was
the stressful situation causing the behavioural deficits. Our present results indicate that it could be the level of
illumination (there is daylight in all our aviaries) which probably glares the birds and causes enhanced stress. The
pupil reflexes, however, were normal in the white birds. Probably, such glare could be induced by a photoreceptor
deviation. It could, however, also be caused by the lack of inhibition which we showed for almost all areas of the
visual system of white birds (Bredenkötter and Bischof 1996). Again, further experiments are necessary to decide
between these alternatives.
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- Chapter IV Gaze Strategy in the Free Flying
Zebra Finch (Taeniopygia guttata)
Dennis Eckmeier, Bart RH Geurten, Daniel Kress, Marcel Mertes, Roland Kern,
Martin Egelhaaf and Hans-Joachim Bischof

Abstract
Fast moving animals depend on cues derived from the optic flow on their retina. Optic flow from translational
locomotion includes information about the three-dimensional composition of the environment, while optic flow
experienced during a rotational self motion does not. Thus, a saccadic gaze strategy that segregates rotations from
translational movements during locomotion will facilitate extraction of spatial information from the visual input.
We analysed whether birds use such a strategy by highspeed video recording zebra finches from two directions
during an obstacle avoidance task. Each frame of the recording was examined to derive position and orientation
of the beak in three-dimensional space was derived. The data show that in all flights the head orientation was
shifted in a saccadic fashion and was kept straight between saccades.
Therefore, birds use a gaze strategy that actively stabilizes their gaze during translation to simplify optic flow
based navigation. This is the first evidence of birds actively optimizing optic flow during flight.

This chapter has been published:
Eckmeier, D., Geurten, B. R., Kress, D., Mertes, M., Kern, R., Egelhaaf, M. and Bischof, H. J. (2008).
Gaze strategy in the free flying zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). PLoS ONE 3, e3956.
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Introduction
Navigating through a complex environment requires a specific set of information. It is essential to quickly get
an impression of the three dimensional composition of the environment. This impression would consist of the
distances between the observer and the objects in the environment, as well as among those objects. Such information may be used to anticipate the future path of movement, and to decide when to execute manoeuvres necessary
to follow that path without the risk of collisions.
Several mechanisms are known to allow the estimation of distance, but doing so during fast locomotion presents special challenges. Sharp retinal images of objects or edge detection are very difficult to obtain due to motion
blur. Also, using accommodation mechanisms for distance estimation would be too slow for fast navigation in difficult and unknown terrain [1]. Stereopsis is a major cue for sensing depth, but it requires binocular viewing which
is well developed only in predators [2]. Further, stereopsis works also only within a limited spatial range depending
on the distance between the eyes and the spatial resolution [3]. All these mechanisms are therefore not ideal for
distance estimation during fast navigation, especially in rapidly flying animals such as many birds.
Optic flow fulfils the requirements for fast detection of information relevant for visually guided navigation of
fast moving animals. It refers to the velocities with which environmental objects are displaced in the retinal image
of the moving animal. Optic flow follows basic geometric rules that allow a moving human or animal observer to
estimate its relative distance to environmental objects by analyzing these movements [4-6]. Detailed edge or object
recognition is not necessary. It is sufficient to detect areas of different speed and direction of motion by means
of optic flow.
Optic flow is produced by self motion: During straight (translational) motion, the retinal images of objects in
the visual field move with different velocities according to their distances from the observer. The images of objects that are far away move slowly while those of near objects move fast. In addition, the images of approaching
objects expand while images of receding objects contract. Hence an animal can estimate distances to and among
objects from the optic flow experienced during translational self-motion. However, many movements have an
additional rotational component due to turns of the head or the body. The optic flow generated by such rotational movement does not provide any distance information because the velocities of retinal images of differently
distant objects do not differ [4]. This may complicate the processing of distance information provided by the
translational optic flow component. The extraction of distance information from optic flow could thus be facilitated if its rotational component is reduced by an active gaze strategy. Schilstra and van Hateren [7-9] showed that
blowflies separate rotational from translational motion by following a flight path with straight passages interrupted
by very fast saccadic turns of the body and head instead of flying in smooth curves.
Here we investigate whether birds exhibit similar active gaze behaviour that would facilitate the use of optic
flow during free flight. Many avian species move very fast in three dimensions and, therefore, may have evolved a
well developed a navigational system based on optic flow. As yet, behavioural evidence that birds actually make use
of optic flow during flight is rare, probably because their size and speed would require too much space. The few
experiments that have been done focussed on a single task such as plummeting or landing [10-12].
We filmed zebra finches flying around an obstacle with two high-speed cameras, and analyzed the recorded
head movements to obtain information on their gaze strategies during flight. Eye movements were neglected for
methodological reasons. This protocol is justified by the findings of Gioanni et al [13, 14], who demonstrated
that in the combined optokinetic and optocollic reflex, the head movements account for 80-90% of the overall
gaze shift. So the birds mainly move their heads when changing gaze direction. If we could show that head turns
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Figure 1. The flight arena.
During experiments the bird entered the middle division through one of the entrances, avoided the obstacle
by flying around it, and left through the opposite window. Roof and front were open for video recording.
The walls were lined with random texture to make navigation by landmarks difficult. The floor was covered with single coloured paper to increase contrast in
video recordings from above.

Figure 2. Determination of the gaze direction.
In a pair of image frames taken from different directions, the base and the tip of the beak were marked as
is indicated by red dots. Theta (Ө) is the angle between
the X axis and the beak axis from a dorsal view or the
horizontal orientation angle of the beak. The three-dimensional position of the beak tip is determined from
both pictures. Dotted green arrow indicates gaze direction in dorsal view; solid green arrow is projected
in three dimensions.
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were restricted to short periods of the flight, this would be a strong hint that the distance information needed for
navigation might be obtained from optic flow cues.
For insights into natural optic flow processing in the brain, the flight behaviour of white zebra finches might
be of special interest. This albinotic mutation is known to have strong anatomical and physiological changes of
the central visual system leading to enhanced neuronal responses in areas ipsilateral to the stimulated eye [15-17].
Some of the areas with enhanced responses in the white birds feed information to nuclei of the accessory optic
system that processes optic flow. Other areas involved in distance estimation like nucleus rotundus in turn receive
input from the accessory optic system [18] This may lead to a less efficient flight performance. To relate possible
deficits of flight behaviour to neuronal deviations may then help to identify the neuronal structures essential for
the processing of optic flow.
The primary goal of the present experiments is to examine whether zebra finches use a behavioural strategy to
separate the translational and the rotational component of optic flow. As stated above, only the translational component, that is optic flow induced by straight flight, contains the distance information needed for manoeuvring.
Turning movements of the head, which add a rotational component of optic flow, should therefore be avoided.
If turning movements are necessary as for example when flying around an obstacle, a bird should develop a strategy where turning movements and straight flight alternate instead of being intermingled. Demonstration of such
a strategy would prove that optic flow is an important tool for flight path control and may be universally used
throughout the animal kingdom.

Material and Methods
The experiments were performed with the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), a small Australian songbird, raised
and kept at the department’s animal care facilities. Ten individuals were accustomed to the flight arena, 5 of them
being white, the others wild type birds of the normal grey colour.
The flight behaviour of the bird was examined in a cage especially built for this experiment. It was 283 cm long,
85 cm high and 74 cm deep and separated by wooden walls into three compartments. The central compartment
was 100 cm long, the outer ones about 90 cm (fig. 1). The birds could enter and leave the central compartment
by windows in the partitions, each 31 by 34 cm, located at the rear of the cage at a height of 38 cm above the
floor. The central compartment was divided by a 1.5 cm thick wall (obstacle) reaching from bottom to roof and
extending from the back end into the cage by 34.7 cm. In the front wall was a window (90 x 36 cm). The outer
compartments of the flight arena had one perch each (67 cm away from the window and 40 cm from the floor)
and walls of mesh wire (1.2 cm mesh width).
The walls and the obstacle were wallpapered with green to black randomly textured paper to make edge detection more difficult as we did not want the birds to navigate by landmarks. The roof and the floor were not wallpapered. The floor was covered with plain sand-coloured paper because wild type birds were hard to recognise
on the video recordings from above when textured wallpaper was used. During experiments the roof was left
open for illumination and for video recording from above. On top of the open roof, a box was installed with openings for spotlights and a camera. Lights and camera were mounted on top of the box. The second camera faced
through the front window of the middle part of the flight arena (shown in fig.1), which was also left open to avoid
reflections by an otherwise necessary glass window. During training the roof was covered with wire mesh and the
front window was closed with a pane of glass. So the birds learned not to fly through these openings and none
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Figure 3. Example of a flight trajectory.
A: Position and head orientation of a bird shown every 4 ms within the middle division of the flight arena.
Dots indicate beak tip position; lines indicate horizontal beak orientation and, thus, gaze direction in the
middle section of the flight arena. The bird contour is taken from the first frame analysed and approximately
sized relative to the indicated cage dimensions. Origin of XY plane is the front left corner of the middle division. Positions of entrance, exit and obstacle are marked. B: Time-dependent beak angle relative to long axis
of flight arena over time. The dotted line indicates raw data and the solid line indicates filtered data.
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of them did in the experiment. Additionally, the area in front of the cage was darkened by black cloth during the
experiments. This prevented the birds from leaving the cage and eliminated unwanted hints by landmarks outside
the cage. The second camera was installed within this darkened area for video recordings from the front.
For training as well as during the experiments, a bird was put into one of the outer compartments and perched
there. It was then forced to fly by approaching the cage or by a piece of cloth applied to a string and moved from
the outside of the cage. In response to these actions, the bird then entered the central compartment through one
of the windows, flew around the obstacle, left the central compartment through the other window, and perched at
the other outer compartment. It was then forced to fly into the opposite direction. Flights in both directions were
recorded during experiments. Training continued for four days until every bird passed the middle compartment
without landing inside or touching the (transparent) glass window at the front side of the cage. Then the glass pane
at the front and the mesh wire at the top of the central compartment were removed to allow video recordings. As
stated above, the birds did not attempt to fly through these opening during experiments.
High speed cameras (Red Lake Motion Pro; 500 frames/s) were used for video recording. The top camera was
situated 125 cm above the upper rim of the cage with a 12.5 mm objective. The front camera stood 153 cm away
from the front rim of the cage. For later analysis the recordings of both cameras had to be synchronized. This was
accomplished by using the Red Lake ‘Midas’ software.
To reconstruct the position and orientation of the bird’s head we manually marked discrete points of the bird’s
beak in every frame of both recordings with the help of ‘Fly Trace’ [19], a custom made software that returns pixel
coordinates of marked positions in a bitmap picture. In single frames of videos taken from above, the tip and the
base of the beak were marked. In videos taken from the front, providing a side view of the flight, only the beak
tip was marked in each frame (fig. 2). Noise introduced by this manual tracing was accounted for by smoothing the
data using a Gaussian filter. The frequencies that had to be filtered out were determined by analysing the frequency
spectrum of the noise generated by ten different people, who digitized the same video sequence. The resulting
pixel coordinates obtained from both views were stereo-triangulated to derive three-dimensional position and
orientation of the beak as projected into the horizontal plane (fig 2).
We calculated the beak orientation within the horizontal plane from the position data of the base and the tip
of the beak to estimate gaze direction (see Discussion for the problem of “gaze direction” in birds). Eye movements could not be measured, but given that head movements account for up to 90% of a gaze shift [13, 14], the
beak direction was interpreted to coincide with the gaze direction (fig 2, 3). The angular velocities of gaze changes
were calculated by determining the changes in beak orientation between two frames and relating them to the video
frame rate (500 frames/s).
As we wanted to reconstruct the position and orientation of the head in three dimensions, we had to obtain
calibration data that allowed us to calculate the real spatial position from the pixel coordinates. This was done with
the J.Y. Bouguett camera calibration toolbox for Matlab (MathWorks USA) [20]. We used 31 interpolation points
that were physically defined as the tops of upright bars on a so called ‚Manhattan‘ model. The bars were of different but defined heights and positions within the flight arena (removed before training and experiments). Pixel
coordinates of these interpolation points were taken from single frames. We employed an optimisation routine to
choose four points, which then were used to build a translational matrix. Based on this translational matrix, we also
derived a rotational transformation matrix. With these matrices we were finally able to calculate the real position
of the objects in the arena from the pixel coordinates derived from the recordings. The calculations were done
using Matlab (Mathworks Inc.). Most scripts used here were based on scripts previously developed in our group,
but adjusted or rewritten for the purposes of the current study.
To search the data for sequences of high rotational head velocities, that is saccadic gaze shifts, we defined two
search parameters. First, the angular velocity had to be larger than 400°/s for at least four consecutive frames (i.e.
for at least 8ms). Second, the angular velocity had to reach a peak of at least 700°/s during such a turn.
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Figure 4. Sequence of a manoeuvring bird.
As shown in this series of picture pairs, during a braking manoeuvre the head stays steady
while the body turns and the tail feathers are spread.
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Finally we examined the orientation of the head in the vertical plane. We randomly selected three birds of
each morph and analysed the recordings of the lateral view of their flights. Only the short flight path intercepts
where the birds flew parallel to the frontal border of the cage (almost perpendicular to the camera axis) allowed
us to obtain the pitch angle of the head exactly enough. The raw head orientation values within each flight were
normalised by subtracting the mean orientation to get a single dataset for each bird.
The original research reported herein was performed under guidelines established by the German Welfare
Law.

Results
We recorded 97 flights in a flight arena with an obstacle. Fifty of these were performed by white zebra finches,
47 by wild type birds. Due to the experimental procedure, about half of the flights (46) were from left to right
comprising a left turn around the obstacle in the central compartment, the other half (51 flights) was from the
right to the left with a left turn around the obstacle. Neither the colour morph nor the flight direction affected the
experimental results. We therefore pooled the entire data set.
The recordings were made after the birds had been acclimatized to the cage and reliably traversed the central
compartment without colliding with the obstacle or arena walls. The birds flew with a relatively high speed of 2.49
± 0.033 m/s, so that the central compartment was usually crossed in less than half a second. Accordingly, few
wing beats were performed. The wings were opened only when a bird changed its flight direction. In between,
they were flattened along the body.
The birds had to fly into the middle compartment of the cage through an entrance facing the obstacle. Therefore, a bird entering at the left entrance first had to turn right, then perform a leftwards turn to fly around the
obstacle and eventually turn right to reach the exit window. Accordingly the turns were in opposite direction when
the bird entered the central cage from the right entrance. Although the birds executed two or three turns in the
setup, only the turn around the obstacle was reliably recorded. The other turns occurred at the beginning or end
of the flight and were often recorded incompletely or not at all. We, therefore, limited our analysis to the turn
around the obstacle.
When the bird flew around the obstacle, it decelerated and turned into the new direction of its flight path. During this manoeuvre, the wings were opened and the body turned and pushed forward relative to the head while
the tail feathers were spread (fig. 4). Then the body turned into the new flight direction facilitated by wing beats.
Although the body showed substantial twisting during these turns (fig 4), the head kept it’s orientation in space,
suggesting that the bird kept its gaze constant between turns. During breaking in turns the height of the birds decreased for a short period; nonetheless, up and down movements were small. The differences between the highest
and lowest point ranged between 2 and 30 cm and on average across flights, amounted to 10.49 ± 5.65 cm.
Fig. 3A shows an example of a flight from the left to the right with a left turn around the obstacle. The dots
along the flight path depict the position of the beak tip (used as a marker for the position of the head) every second frame. The direction of the short lines represents the gaze direction. Although the movement of the head
is a smooth curve, the gaze direction remains relatively constant over quite long periods of time. Such phases of
relatively constant gaze are interrupted by short and fast changes of head direction, i.e., by head saccades. Hence,
the head is not turned continuously, but changes its orientation in short distinct phases. This is demonstrated in
figure 3B.
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Figure 5. Percentage of saccade counts per
flight.

The figure is subdivided into 1 to 3 saccades for each
morph and summed for all birds (n = 174).

Figure 6. Mean flight speed.
Mean flight speed for flights with 1 to 3 saccades (n =
95). The small squares indicate means, boxes indicate
the standard error of the mean, and whiskers indicate
standard deviations.

Figure 7. Saccade positions of flights with two
saccades.

The axes correspond to long and transverse axes of the
middle division of the flight arena. The dotted line indicates the position of the obstacle. The arrow indicates
the flight direction while squares indicate beak position at the beginning of the saccade (black squares: first
saccade; white squares: second saccade). X indicates the
position of the mean value (white X: first saccade; black
X: second saccade).
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To define criteria for a computer-based identification of saccades we examined results such as presented in fig
3B. Earlier results that showed that the zebra finch does not respond optokinetically to rotational flowfields faster
than 349 (± 67) °/s further supports our decision [21]. For this reason we defined saccades as being the periods
in which the absolute value of the angular velocity of the beak was above 400°/s for at least 8 ms, and with the
peak maximum being at least 700°/s. By applying these criteria, we found at least one saccade in every flight (fig.5)
except one. Two saccades were observed for 66 (68%) of the flights. Only one saccade was found in 22 (23%)
flights. Few flights showed three saccades (7; 7%), and one (1%) flight even comprised four saccades. There was
one flight that did not reveal any saccade matching the search parameters, but the video showed smaller saccadic
turns also for this flight. Despite this limitation, the parameters used for saccade detection probably are a good
compromise between missing relevant saccades and the detection of spurious events that do not represent saccades. The saccade number distribution in white and wild type zebra finches was very similar (fig.5).
The number of saccades made during a flight depends on the speed of the bird along the flight trajectory. It
slightly decreased with increasing speed (fig.6), although this trend is not statistically significant for our data base
(Kruskal-Wallis-Anova: H = 1.236, N = 97, p = 0.8721).
The spatial distribution of the first and second saccades (black squares and white squares, respectively) is rather
broad, occurring almost at any location along the analysed section of the flight trajectories (fig.7). However, the
distribution of the first and the second saccades is not symmetrical with respect to the obstacle (see the position
of the crosses which depict the mean of the first and the second saccades, respectively). In both flight directions,
the first saccade is closer to the obstacle than is the second one.
Up to now we have shown that birds are using a saccadic gaze strategy in our flight arena: they are alternating
during flights on a curved path between times where they keep the head orientation relatively constant followed
by saccadic head movements.
Figure 3 may cast doubts on the intersaccadic constancy of the head direction. The orientation of the beak
fluctuates slightly even after filtering as long as it is not 0°. When we recognized this, we re-examined our videos
and found intersaccadic intervals in 18 flights during which the beak was oriented around 0° (one of them depicted in fig. 3). In any case the fluctuations of beak orientation within these flight sections were almost negligible.
A beak orientation of 0° indicates that the beak was oriented parallel to the X axis in the above view. We therefore
think it likely that single pixels can be marked more exactly for a 0° beak orientation than is true for other angles
and that fluctuations of the beak orientation during other intersaccadic intervals may be an artifact. Hence, we may
conclude that the gaze direction is well stabilised during the intersaccadic intervals.
The mean angular velocity of saccades (n = 178) was about 1082.89 ± 22.43 °/s, the fastest saccade reaching
2154 °/s. Average angular speed of intersaccadic intervals (n=82) was about 114.75 ± 7.86 °/s. So between saccades head rotational movements in the horizontal plane were relatively slow (see also the previous paragraph).
The mean duration of saccades (defined by velocities above 400°/s) was 15.6 ± 0.4 ms, while intersaccadic intervals endured 91.9 ± 3.93 ms. This means that when seen from above, the head was held in a constant direction
for 83% of the flight around an obstacle. However, constant translational flow can only be obtained if there is also
no rotational motion component around other axes of the head either.
Usually, when examining rotations, changes and velocities are presented with algebraic signs to indicate direction. Here we pooled saccades of different direction and, therefore, used absolute values of the data. This could
be done because all flights from one direction (left or right turn) only produced saccades of the same direction
(see figure 3).
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Examination of changes in pitch angle was possible only for a restricted set of our data (see above), i.e., during
Figure 8. Normalised vertical head orientationthose sections of the intersaccadic intervals during
which the bird flew parallel to the cage’s frontal edge.
angles during intersaccadic intervals in 6 birds.
The measurements (fig. 8) confirm the impression alVertical orientation deviations taken from 42 selectedready obtained from visual inspection of the raw data
flight sequences of six individuals. The mean vertical(fig. 4). The pitch angle of the head is kept quite consbeak orientation is zero due to normalisation. The smalltant with standard deviations amounting maximally to
3.5squares indicate mean values and boxes indicate stan-degrees.
dard error of the mean while whiskers indicate standard
deviations.

Discussion
Optic flow is an important visual source that provides information about a complex three dimensional
environment. Only translational optic flow provides
information about the three dimensional structure of
the environment while rotational components do not
[4]. It is a known strategy of insects to behaviourally separate translational from rotational components which is
likely to separate translational from rotational components. This facilitates extraction of spatial information from
behaviourally generated optic flow. They perform fast body saccades which are supplemented by even faster head
saccades, and look in a constant direction between saccades [7-9, 22]. We want to compare this behaviour to avian
flight.
First of all, we did not observe saccadic fast body turns as was shown for the blowfly. The force that has to
be overcome when changing direction is proportional to mass and velocity. Zebra finches have approximately ten
times the length of a blowfly (12 cm) and 100-140 times the mass (10-14 g). The velocities of the zebra finches in
our experiment reached up to 3.5 m/s while Schilstra and van Hateren [8] measured flight velocities of only up to
1.2 m/s for the blowfly. So while in flies a significant proportion of the gaze shift is done by body saccades, such
behaviour is probably impossible for zebra finches due to inertia.
However, while the body moves smoothly the head either turns rapidly or is held constant in orientation even
when manoeuvring (fig. 4). We use head orientation as a first approximation for estimating gaze direction. But in
contrast to flies, birds have movable eyes which we assume to contribute to gaze shifts. A recent study (Voss and
Bischof, submitted) demonstrated substantial eye movements in the zebra finch. Gioanni [13-14] showed that
during horizontal optokinetic reflexes induced by a rotating drum, eye movements are synchronised with head
movements. The eye movements accounted for up to 20% of the gaze shift in that study. Thus we presume that
in the zebra finch eye movements add to saccadic head shifts to optimize the saccadic gaze shift. This would be
analogue to the blowfly that executes head movements to add speed and accuracy to the gaze shift generated by
the body saccade [9, 22],. Between saccades, eye movement compensates for slow head movement to keep the
gaze direction fixed. However, eye movement could not be resolved in our study.
The gaze shifts of birds and flies are similar not only to the fact that there are phases of fast and slow head
turns, but also to some parameter values of these phases. For example, the maximum angular velocity of saccades
measured by Schilstra and van Hateren [8] was about 2000°/s and for the zebra finch the fastest saccade we found
was at 2150 °/s. Also, rotational velocities of the gaze during intersaccadic intervals in the blowfly were found
to be below 100-200 °/s [9]. In birds we found a mean velocity of 115 °/s during intersaccadic intervals, which
presumably may further be reduced by compensatory eye movements. Schilstra and van Hateren state that these
residual rotational velocities are slow enough to make motion blur from rotational optic flow negligible. They also
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state that during the shortest saccades, the visual system experienced significant rotational motion blur for only
15-20 ms. Due to our search parameters we did not measure saccades shorter than 8 ms, and we only called a turn
a saccade when the head moved faster than 400 °/s. So saccade durations given in this study always coincide with
the experience of rotational motion blur. These saccade durations were 15.6 ms in mean.
We wanted to compare two morphs of zebra finches, because investigating optic flow processing in a deviating
visual system such as that of the white morph might reveal some additional insight. Surprisingly, wild type and
white zebra finches did not show significant differences. The strong deviations of the visual system in the white
morph which were assumed to have some major influence on the AOS and thus on optic flow processing did not
seem to have any effect on the overall flight performance. This is congruent to Eckmeier and Bischof [21] who
did not find differences in the optokinetic nystagmus of the two morphs elicited by rotational optic flow.
Taken together, our experiments demonstrate that birds use a gaze strategy separating rotational and translational optic flow. This is achieved by an alternation of fast rotational head shifts and intersaccadic periods where
head rotations are minimal. Eye movements probably enhance gaze shift during saccades and minimize it during
intersaccadic intervals. To this end, head and eye saccades of birds appear to be analogous to body and head saccades in flies. Both, flies and birds, exhibit similar kinetic characteristics of gaze control. By exhibiting an active
gaze strategy similar to that of the blowfly, zebra finches are able to use optic flow for distance estimation.
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- Chapter V New Insights into Object Detection
in the Zebra Finch Brain Revealed by
Complex Visual Motion Stimuli
Dennis Eckmeier, Roland Kern, Martin Egelhaaf and Hans-Joachim Bischof

Abstract
Fast flying animals need reliable information about the position of objects within visual space, for example to
avoid collisions. The main source for depth information is optic flow. At least blowflies and zebra finches have
developed strategies to optimize the perception of optic flow. We here investigated how the brain processes optic
flow information. Because conventionally used simplified stimuli often do not give reliable information about the
function of optic flow processing neurons, we also used stimuli emulating the visual scene seen by a bird during
natural flight.
Multi-units were recorded at nucleus rotundus of anaesthetized zebra finches. Motion stimuli were presented
on a panoramic LED array display.
One type of stimuli was spheres moving in three-dimensional space emulating image displacements induced by
self-motion. These stimuli lead to excitatory responses depending on the exact type of self motion in contrast to
earlier studies suggesting inhibition of neuronal activity of n. rotundus by such stimuli.
With naturalistic stimuli resembling a flight around an obstacle in a bird’s view, neurons signaled the approach
towards an object or the passing of an obstacle. As in the blowfly, this reaction could not be predicted from responses to conventional stimuli.
We show that an area said to be involved in object recognition is also reacting to whole field motion. This indicates that there is not a strong separation of identification and localization processing within the visual system of
birds. We also demonstrate that the use of more naturalistic stimuli in visual perception research is necessary because simplified stimuli are not sufficient to reveal the full spectrum of neuronal responses. The reaction patterns
shown here indicate that in birds, like in the blowfly, the position of an object can be extracted from discontinuities
in the optic flow caused by these objects.

This chapter has been submitted:
Eckmeier, D., Kern, R., Egelhaaf, M. and Bischof, H. J. (submitted). New Insights into Object Detection in the Zebra Finch Brain Revealed by Complex Visual Motion Stimuli. PLoS ONE
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Introduction
The crucial task for fast navigation in three dimensions is a fast and reliable estimation of distances to objects.
The most often discussed mechanism for obtaining such distance information is stereopsis. However, stereopsis
requires special anatomical features. To obtain a sufficiently large binocular overlap, the eyes have to be frontally
placed. A large distance between the eyes is also necessary to provide image differences big enough to get reliable
depth information. In most birds, the interocular distance is very small (~8.5 mm in zebra finches, unpublished)
and the binocular field is very small due to the lateral position of the eyes (~40° in the zebra finch; [1]. The range
within which depth perception by stereopsis functions efficiently is therefore limited. [2,3]. Pigeons, for example,
exhibit an effective range for stereopsis guided tasks of about 5 to 19 cm [3]. Small fast moving animals like song
birds or flying foxes may therefore predominantly depend on cues from optic flow to estimate distance and to
control maneuvers like avoiding collisions with obstacles.
Optic flow is the retinal image change during locomotion or eye and head movements. When the observer
moves, the entire retinal images are displaced. Local segments of these image displacements are related to the
objects which constitute the environment. By processing global and local changes, the observer therefore obtains
information about his/her self-motion as well as the three dimensional structure of the surroundings.
Integrated processing of optic flow over large parts of the visual field provides information about the speed
and direction of self-motion, including eye and head movements. During translational self-motion (straight movement into any direction), images of immobile objects far away seem small but expand during approach. These
image changes also accelerate during approach of objects. Finally, images of objects move from a central position
towards a lateral position in the visual field when the observer passes by. For the visual pathway that processes the
visual feedback of self-motion, translation is thus defined by a globally expanding image with a focus of expansion
in the direction of movement. Local changes in the flow field that correlate to single objects in the environment
provide information about the distance to and motion of these objects. From the expansion velocity of the image
of an object on the retina, the visual system can compute the distance of this object. Whether the object or
the observer is moving can be derived from differences between object-induced and self-motion-induced image
changes.
If the optic flow results from rotational self-motion, it only contains information about the self-rotation but
no depth information. This is because the images of objects do not change in size or motion dynamics. Instead,
the entire image moves in one direction depending on speed and direction of self-rotation [4-6]. No relative image
changes can be observed that emerge from positions or sizes of objects in the scene.
In an earlier behavioral study [7] we demonstrated that zebra finches during flight reduce head turns and thus
rotational optic flow to fast short saccades, while in the time period between the saccades the head orientation
is kept relatively constant in space. Translational and rotational movements are therefore separated from each
other. This strategy minimizes the time during which optic flow from translational self-motion is superimposed
by distracting motion vectors from rotational self-motion components and thus facilitates to extract reliable depth
information.
Other behavioral evidence for the actual use of optic flow parameters for navigation in birds focuses on landing and plummeting behavior. Davies and Green ([8-10]) found in hawks a distinct time window before landing
at during which the feet were extended while pigeons use the same optic flow parameter to control flight velocity
during landing. Gannets lay back their wings just in time to avoid injuries which may be caused by collision with the
water surface when plummeting into the sea to catch fish [11]. The authors suppose these behaviors to be based
on a time to collision estimation from cues derived from optic flow.
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In the avian brain, self-motion is processed by nuclei of the accessory optic system (AOS). A specific subgroup of retinal ganglion cells (displaced ganglion cells) project to the nucleus of the basal optic root and the
nucleus lentiformis mesencephali [12,13]. Both nuclei are characterized by neurons selective for large flow fields
as emerging from either self-translation or self-rotation [14,15]. From the accessory optic system, information is
further transferred to the ocular motor complex and vestibulocerebellum [16-19] and, together with vestibular
input, functions as control signal for gaze stabilizing head movements. Lesions of the accessory optic system, for
example, affect the performance of optokinetic head reactions [19, 20]. It may also be involved in the compensation of visual field rotation to stabilize the head orientation during flight [21,7].
Object related information is being processed by the tectofugal visual system, which transfers information from
the retina via optic tectum and nucleus rotundus to the entopallium. Next to units responding selectively to one or
several other object related visual characteristics like color and luminance [22], there are neurons at all stations of
this system responding selectively to approaching objects, also called ‚looming‘ stimuli [22-25] Xiao et al., 2006).
Subpopulations of these neurons have been shown to signal the time to collision with the approaching object, also
in all stages of the tectofugal system [23, 24, 26, 27]. The response of motion sensitive units in tectofugal areas is,
however, affected by self-motion related input from nBOR (tectum opticum: reviewed in [28]; nucleus rotundus:
[29]; [30]). Also, background motion affects the response to looming stimuli [31,32]. Thus, object motion and selfmotion are integrated at several stages of the tectofugal system. Diekamp et al. [30] who described a modulation
of nucleus rotundus neurons by input from the accessory optic system presumed that this modulation facilitates
to distinguish between self-and object motion.
For our study we characterized motion selective neurons of the nucleus rotundus in the tectofugal visual system of the zebra finch with different conventional and naturalistic visual motion stimuli. These were presented on
a panoramic monitor (‘FliMax’; [33]) during multi unit recordings. The naturalistic stimuli are based on data from
our recent behavioral study [7] and reflect an obstacle avoidance task. We found neurons that responded to objects
in the naturalistic replay in a way which was not predicted by the response to more conventional stimuli. Taken
together, our study suggests that using more realistic motion stimuli may result in a better insight into a neuron’s
function in visual processing mechanisms.

Material and Methods
All experimental procedures were performed according to the German Law on the Protection of Animals and
had been approved by the local government, Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz NordrheinWestfalen, approval number AZ 9.93.2.10.36.07.105.

Electrophysiology
Seventeen zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) of both sexes were examined. The animals were taken from the
departments stock. Each bird was anesthetized by an injection of urethane (SIGMA Diagnostics, 0.01 ml, 20%
PBS) into the flight muscle. After injection, the bird’s foot was pinched occasionally until reflexes were not observed any longer. The bird’s head was then attached to a head holder [34], i.e. fixated at the ear holes and the beak
tip. Lidocain gel (Xylocain Gel 2%, Astra Zeneca GmbH, Wedel, Germany) was applied to the skin of the ear
holes for additional local anesthesia.
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Figure 1. Location of nucleus rotundus and histological verification of recording
sites.
A shows a schematic of a transverse section of the zebra finch brain according to Nixdorf-Bergweiler
and Bischof (2007), 2.4 cm anterior to the Y-point (origin of coordinate system). B shows a photograph
of a Giemsa-stained section. In the centre of n. rotundus (nRt) the lesion is visible. In the lower right
corner of the photograph a small part of the optic tectum (TO) can be seen.
Feathers were removed and the skin was incised and retracted to expose the skull at the desired positions for
electrode placement. The skull was then opened by removing the two bone layers. The dura was kept intact until it
was penetrated with the electrode. To make visual stimulation possible, both eyelids were fixed by surgical adhesive
in an open position shortly before the experiment started. The nictitating membrane remained intact and served
to protect the eye from desiccation.
The head holder mentioned above was attached to a bar on which the bird’s body was placed. The bar with the
head holder was then mounted to a stand which carried the micro-manipulator, the pre-amplifier and electrodes
in the correct angle to the bird‘s brain for a stereotaxic approach (figures 1 and 2).
The ground electrode was clamped to the skin of the head and moistened with saline (0.9 %). The recording
electrode (tungsten in glass micro-electrode TM31A10, World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, USA, 0.91.0 MΩ, tip diameter 1-2 µm, 1µm insulation thickness) was positioned according to coordinates (centre of n.
rotundus: 2000µm lateral and 2430µm anterior of origin, depth 4000-5000µm) taken from the stereotaxic atlas of
the zebra finch [35]. After penetration of the dura, the electrode tip was forwarded to a depth of 500µm. Then
a hood of fine wire mesh was attached to the stand to shield bird and electrode from electronic interference that
otherwise were caused by the stimulus apparatus. The hood did not essentially obscure the bird’s view. When these
preparations were complete, the stand was placed within FliMax such that the position of the head center coincided with that of the center of the incomplete icosahedron formed by FliMax (see below; figure 2).
To reach the recording site the electrode was advanced into the tissue slowly in steps of 2µm with a motorized
microdrive, avoiding damage of the tissue. About 500µm before the target area was reached (depth ~3500 µm),
random visual stimuli were presented to the bird using a flashlight while further advancing the electrode. Response
of visual neurons was detected and monitored via loudspeakers and an oscilloscope. Where neurons responded to
the moving flashlight, the tests as described below were conducted. The search was stopped at a depth of 5500 µm
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Figure 2. Schematic of the stimulation
device ‘FliMax’: a panoramic LED display.
FliMax consists of 14 triangular circuit boards each
equipped with 512 green LED. Brown plates indicate
circuit boards that carry control electronics. It covers
240° (-120° to +120°) azimuth at 0° elevation and
from 60° to -90° elevation of the visual field. The
electrophysiology stand including micromanipulator
and electrode holder is depicted transparently. The
bird was placed on the plate in the centre of FliMax.

(~500 µm below the nucleus rotundus according to Nixdorf and Bischof, 2007). Then the electrode was retracted
completely and re-inserted at slightly different coordinates for a new approach. The distance between recording
sites was at least 50µm to avoid recording the same neuron twice.
The received signal was amplified (x1000) and band pass filtered (300 Hz lower, 20 kHz upper cutoff frequency; A-M Systems Model 1800) before it was digitized (CED 1401 mkII, Cambridge Electronic Design) and stored
(Spike 2 recording software, Cambridge Electronic Design).
The activity of different single neurons within a recording was separated offline using the spike sorting function provided by Spike 2 (a template matching procedure). The data was then related to the corresponding stimulus. To this end we recorded a trigger signal from the computer that controls the stimulus apparatus (FliMax). The
trigger is given within 3 ms before the first movie frame. The resulting peristimulus-time histograms were further
analyzed with self-written Matlab® (Mathworks) scripts.
At the end of each experiment, an electrical lesion was made to mark the position of the last electrode track.
The brain was removed and stored for at least two days in fixative (4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) followed by 30% saccharose in PBS). Coronal 40 µm sections were cut, mounted on glass slides and
stained with Giemsa dye (SIGMA Diagnostics, St. Louis, USA).

Conventional Visual Stimulation and Data Analysis
The stimulation device FliMax [33] used in the experiments has initially been constructed for experiments with
flies. It is a segment of an icosahedron (44.8 cm in diameter; figure 2). More than 7000 green light emitting diodes
(diameter 5mm, wavelength 567 nm; WU-2-53GD, Vossloh Wustlich Opto, Germany) are positioned equally
spaced on 14 triangular circuit boards. The illumination of these diodes can be controlled by a computer program,
so contrast can be changed if necessary. In principle, the device can be seen as a spherical computer screen with
low spatial (LED separation 2.3° in the centre of a triangle, 1.5° at rims) but high temporal resolution (370Hz).
The maximum luminance averaged over the array of LEDs is 420 cd/m². On this LED screen optic flow stimuli
could be presented which were previously computed.
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FliMax covers most but not all of the visual field of a zebra finch. It can illuminate an area of 240° (-120 to
+120°) azimuth at 0° elevation and from 60 to -90° elevation. The visual field of the zebra finch covers an area of
~300° (- 150 to + 150°) azimuth [1]. According to Martin [2] there may be no blind area above the head. Martin
observed that the blind area above the head depends on eye size. He hypothesized that animals with big eyes have
greater problems with glare effects and thus develop a blind area to exclude the sun from the visual field. However,
due to the data presented in his study, this area may even be covered binocularly in the zebra finch (eye size ~4.2
mm diameter, unpublished). The visual field of a zebra finch therefore covers -90 to 90° in elevation. The outmost
areas of the rear and top visual field could thus not be stimulated by the device.
To produce a stimulus movie, a virtual three dimensional environment had to be designed. Within this virtual
environment a trajectory was defined that represented the motion of an observer. We then calculated a movie
from the observer’s perspective following the trajectory within the virtual environment.
Both, trajectory and the virtual environment were designed to meet the requirements for different conventional
stimulus modes:
-

translational self-motion (five movies)

-

rotational self-motion (one movie)

-

a looming object (five movies)

-

a special stimulus for the estimation of the receptive field of a neuron

For self-motion tests, we constructed a virtual ‚star field‘ environment model consisting of 640 bright globes
(30 cm radius) in front of a dark background. Enclosing the area in which the movement took place, the spheres
were pseudo-randomly distributed in a spherical area with a minimum distance of 7.5 m from the starting point
to a maximum distance of 25 m. This ‘hull’ of spheres provided the background for the virtual movements that
took place within the enclosed area.
Self-motion stimuli always comprised four phases of one second each: still image, motion in one direction,
still image and motion into the opposite direction. The simulated velocity of the moving bird was always 3.5
m/s (translational stimuli) or 400 °/s (rotational stimuli). These velocities fall well within the range of velocities
measured in a previous behavioral study on zebra finch flight [7].
Self-translation stimuli were presented in 10 directions: forwards, backwards, to the upper left, to the lower
right, leftwards, rightwards, to the upper right, to the lower left, downward and upward (upper/lower: +45°/45° elevation, left/right: +45°/-45° azimuth; origin for elevation and azimuth is frontal, -/+180° for both is the
rear).
For self-rotation we only present the data from one stimulus that consisted of left and right turns about the
vertical axis in the horizontal plane (yaw rotation). Two additional stimuli used in preliminary tests that differed
in head pitch orientation (looking 45° up or 45° down) were skipped later because there were no significant differences between according neural responses.
A preference score for rotational versus translational self-motion was calculated as follows: We averaged the
mean responses to all self-motion stimuli as were recorded during the last 500ms of each stimulus period for
translation (Rt) and rotation (Rr) stimuli. The score was calculated by dividing the difference between these values
by their sum: (Rr-Rt)/ (Rr+Rt). The score ranges from -1 (response to translational motion only) to 1 (response
to rotational motion only).
For looming objects the 3D model comprised only one object (30 cm diameter) which was approached by the
bird at constant velocity (3.5 m/s) until collision. The resulting image was an expanding disc that was centered
at five different angular positions: frontal (0° elevation and azimuth), above frontal (45° elevation; 0° azimuth),
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Figure 3. Estimation of the receptive
field: response to horizontal and vertical
scans reveal rims of the receptive field.
A schematic depicting the movement of the moving semi circle. Left: vertically oriented semi circle
moves horizontally to scan azimuth. Right: horizontally oriented semi circle moves vertically to scan
elevation. In B normalized (z-score) response histograms to horizontal and vertical scans are depicted
regarding position of the semi-circle in the visual
field for azimuth and elevation. Transient responses
mark the borders of the receptive field. To build the
map, horizontal response was included row-wise and
vertical response was added column-wise. This produces lines of activation across the map according
to transients in the horizontal and vertical response,
respectively. The borders of the receptive field are
indicated where these response peaks coincide, the
receptive field is in between the four red areas. Dashed white lines indicate 90° sections.

below frontal (-45° elevation, 0° azimuth), frontal right (45° azimuth, 0° elevation) and frontal left (-45°azimuth,
0° elevation).
For a rough estimate of the receptive field of a given recorded neuron, a vertically or horizontally oriented
semi-circle was rotated around the bird’s field of view either in the vertical (horizontal semi-circle) or horizontal
direction (vertical semi-circle; figure 3). The center of the semi-circle was at the center of the bird’s head, the
rotation axes were running through the transverse or the long axis of the head, respectively. The semi-circle rotated for a complete 360° in one direction and then 360° in the opposite direction for both, the horizontal and the
vertical scan. Rotundal single neurons often respond to optic flow corresponding to self-rotation with a short but
prominent motion onset response and only a small tonic or no response to ongoing motion. Thus, we expected
transient responses each time the bar entered the recorded neurons’s receptive fields. We combined the response
to vertical and horizontal scans to a 36x72 map showing -90° to 90° elevation and -180 to 180° azimuth.
For each recording, all stimuli were presented in one out of three different sequences of 15 or 17 stimulus
movies each of which was repeated 30 or 35 times. Between the presentations of two consecutive movies the last
frame of the first movie was visible for the time the computer loaded the second movie, and an additional pause
of 0-3 seconds was included between movies for technical reasons. Also, each stimulus movie began with a still
image of the first stimulus movie frame presented for one second. Consecutive stimuli always differed in motion
direction to avoid habituation effects. The whole stimulation sequence took 35 to 45 minutes.
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Response latencies were calculated from the responses to stimuli that included sharp motion onsets. All responses to such transitions were summed up for each neuron, regardless of the stimulus direction (there was no
inhibitory response). A threshold was defined by adding the standard deviation of the resting activity in the last
500 ms before stimulus onset to its average value four times. Then the time difference between stimulus motion
onset and the moment at which the neuronal response raise above the threshold was measured.

Naturalistic Visual Stimulation and Data Analysis

Figure 4. Naturalistic stimulus: a real flight trajectory and head orientation was
used for reconstruction of optic flow in three different virtual environments.
In A the black dots show the position of the basis of the beak for every third frame of the movie (every
6th ms). Red lines indicate head orientation. Obstacle, entrance and exit are depicted as solid or dotted
lines. The bird contour is approximately correct size. B shows the progression of the beak orientation
angle (in space) over time for the used naturalistic stimulus. Black line shows beak orientation as measured
including residual yaw rotations. Red line shows progression of the head orientation without the small
fluctuations to test the influence of head movement on response properties. In C the different cage models are shown. As control condition for the object-no-object test we used an empty cage (left). In the first
test condition, the obstacle was introduced (center). In the test for the influence of changing or not changing head orientation, the cage also included entrance and exit windows (right). For stimulus rendering the
models were textured with a 1/f distribution of contrast.
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We presented naturalistic image sequences which resembled what a zebra finch had seen during a free-flight
sequence as recorded in a previous study (figure 4, [7]). In the behavioral experiment the bird navigated around
an obstacle within a flight arena.
The original test cage consisted of a central flight arena of 1 m width and two outer compartments. The birds
entered the flight arena through a window from one outer compartment and left it through an exit window into
the outer compartment on the opposite side. Another window in the front of the cage allowed high speed video
recording from that side. A second camera was positioned at the ceiling. In order to reach the exit window the test
animals had to circle around an incomplete wall.
For the first test (object-no-object test) with naturalistic stimuli we simplified the cage in the reconstructed stimulus sequence by removing the openings (exit, entrance, and opening for the camera) in the walls. In one version
we also removed the obstacle, so that we can compare the response of neurons to a flight in an empty cage in one
condition and the same flight in a cage that possesses an obstacle in the other condition (figure 4 C).
In the second test (head-rotation-no-head-rotation test) we wanted to study the influence of residual rotational
head motion on the processing of optic flow. In our behavioral study we found residual head rotations during
intersaccadic intervals [7]. On the one hand we had good evidence for an artifactual origin of these rotations in
the data. On the other hand, if they were genuine, compensatory eye movements would be necessary to eliminate
the effect of head rotations on the retinal image flow. We wanted to find out whether the neuronal activity differs
when these residual rotations were present or were eliminated. Therefore, rotational head motion during intersaccadic intervals was removed in one condition and unchanged in the other. The virtual cage comprised exit and
entrance windows and the obstacle (figure 4 B, C).
To find out which of the optic flow (local / global) or optic flow related environmental characteristics (distance
to environment) is represented in the responses, it was necessary to determine the velocity parameters of the optic
flow within the receptive field of the recorded neuron.
Therefore, we calculated and averaged local velocities and distances to the environment within the receptive
field for each frame of the stimulus by using a toolbox developed for Matlab® at the Department of Neurobiology at Bielefeld University (Germany). The resulting time courses of vertical and horizontal velocities as well as
distances were compared to the time course of the response.

Results
We recorded from 76 units in nucleus rotundus of 18 birds. Sixty-four were recorded in the right hemisphere,
twelve in the left one.

Responses to Conventional Self-Motion Stimuli
All neurons showed an enhanced activity during stimulus motion, but the difference to resting activity levels
was not always significant. A typical response to stimuli mimicking the optic flow resulting from self-motion is
shown in figure 5 A. Often the onset of movement caused a strong phasic response followed by a tonic phase.
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Figure 5. Two different groups of response latencies were found.
A: example of latency measurement. Response was
averaged over 360 repeats of 12 self-motion stimuli
(30 repeats each). Horizontal stippled red line indicates threshold. Vertical stippled red line indicates
motion onset. Response latency was measured as
time difference between motion onset and the moment at which the response rose over threshold.
B: histogram of response latencies: cell count over
response latency (bin size: 9 ms). X axis indicates
bin edges. We found 28 early responding neurons
in the range between 27 to 44 ms response latency
And 39 late responding neurons had latencies ranging from 54 to 85 ms.

The response latencies after movement onset ranged between 27 ms and 135 ms. Two latency groups of
neurons could be distinguished (figure 5): Twenty-eight early responding neurons had short response latencies
ranging from 27 to 44ms, 39 late responding neurons exhibited longer response latencies ranging from 54 to 85
ms. Response latencies exceeding 85 ms were found only rarely (n=3). The latencies of only two neurons were
located between the two groups. The activity of four neurons was too irregular for a reliable response latency
determination.
To evaluate the strength of responses to different stimuli, we analyzed three aspects: the average transient response, the response peak and the average response rate over the last 500ms of the stimulus. The average tonic
response turned out to be the least fluctuating and was used for the following analysis.
Comparison of the averaged response rates for rotational versus translational self-motion revealed some neurons that responded stronger to rotation, others to translation (figure 6), but most did not show any preference.
To illustrate this we calculated a preference score leading to values between -1 (response only to translation) and
1 (response only to rotation). Neurons with a score above 0.33 (n=25) were classified as self-rotation preferring
neurons, neurons with a preference score below -0.33 (n =5) as translational self-motion preferring. Neurons re-
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Figure 6. Four examples of different response patterns to optic flow corresponding to translational and rotational self motion.
Each row (A-D) corresponds to one neuron. Left column: response to translational self motion averaged
across 10 stimuli representing different self motion direction. Middle column: response to rotational self
motion averaged across left and right rotation. Right column: boxplot of average response across time for
translational (left) and rotational (right) self motion. The preference score is depicted. A: Neuron with a
slight preference for translational self motion. B: Neuron with a preference for rotational self motion.
C indicates another translation preferring neuron, D a non-preferring neuron. C-D show that neurons
not responding significantly to rotational self-motion in the tonic phase still produce a strong transient
response. This is not the case for translational self-motion (B and D).
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sponsive to rotational self-motion mostly were late responding neurons (15 out of 25) while those responsive for
translational self-motion were exclusively early responding neurons (n=4; figure 7).
We found a habituation effect in the response to global motion stimuli. In pairs of self-motion directions tested
consecutively, the second movement direction was on average responded to with only 70 - 84% of the response
to the first direction (figure 8, blue data).
The question arose whether there was an additional effect from possible direction selectivities. We therefore
tested 24 neurons with reversed stimulus order, e.g. a stimulus pair that started with forward movement followed
by backward movement was altered to first show backward movement and then forward movement. For reversed
stimuli, the second stimulus evoked a response of 84 -107% (figure 8, red data) related to the response rate during
presentation of the first stimulus.
According to this result, stronger activation during the first presentation in a pair of opposing self-motion
stimuli may result from a combination of both, habituation and directional preferences. If this effect were due
to habituation alone, the neurons in the reversed stimulus sequence should have responded to movement into
the second direction also with only 70-84% of the activation to the first stimulus. If the effect had only resulted
from direction selectivity, inverted stimuli would induce inverted results compared to the original ones, with the
activity rate for the second stimulus being 119 - 143% of that for the first (reciprocal result). Instead, our results
are intermediate between these two extremes, supporting our idea of a combination of direction selectivity and
habituation affecting the responses of the neurons.

Figure 7. Correlation of response latency
to a preference score for a mode of self
motion.
Plot of the self motion preference score over response latency. Blue dots indicate early responding
neurons, red dots indicate late responding neurons,
and grey dots indicate unclassified neurons. Score values above 0.33 indicate rotation preference, values
below -0.33 indicate translation preference (borders
indicated by horizontal dotted lines).
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Figure 8. Habituation or direction selectivity.
Each graph shows the response ratio between 1st
and 2nd stimulus direction tested pair wise in one
stimulus. Blue indicates the original sequence as
described above the graph. Red indicates inverted
sequence. Circles indicate single neurons, lines indicate linear regression curves. Black diagonal represents equal response activity for both directions.
Equations and R² values are given. On average, the
second stimulus evokes weaker responses – the effect is reduced when the stimulus sequence is reversed. Both, direction selectivity and habituation
determine the response strength.

Receptive Field Estimation
In order to understand the responses of a given neuron to complex stimuli, we had to estimate the size and
position of the receptive field of the neuron and, thus, to determine whether its visual input originated from
the ipsilateral or contralateral eye, or both. Since we tested many different stimuli and had to cope with limited
recording times, we were not able to use a method for receptive field estimation that would provide us detailed
information about it.
We developed a fast method that uses rotating semi-circle to roughly estimate the size and position of the receptive field. In tests preliminary to this study, rotational self-motion stimuli usually elicited a transient response
onset. We presumed that a moving stimulus that has a local motion pattern similar to a rotating self-motion stimulus – i.e. a rotating semicircle – would also elicit such a transient response whenever it enters the receptive field of
the recorded neuron. The semi-circle were moved across the entire extent of our panoramic stimulator once for
each opposing direction vertically and horizontally (figures 3 and 9) to cover the whole visual field and to enter
the receptive field from four directions (from above, below, left and right). The response was then correlated to
stimulus position using the timing of both. The response latency of the neuron was taken into account.
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Figure 9. Response to vertical and horizontal rotating semi circles.
Histograms are averaged over 30 repeated presentations of the stimulus for both directions (1st and 2nd
turn) of stimulus motion. X axis indicates the stimulus position for either azimuth (horizontal rotation)
or elevation (vertical rotation) of the visual field. Start and end position of the stimulus as well as its direction are indicated by arrows and black square. Box plots show response values within 12 ms bins for
both turns of a scan and for the two scans (horizontal and vertical). Black horizontal line indicates median, boxes indicate upper and lower quartile (edges at 25th and 75th percentile), whiskers indicate data
variance, + indicate outliers, notches indicate uncertainty (5% percentile) A: Neuron with the receptive
field in the frontal area of the receptive field. B: Neuron with the receptive field in the contralateral visual
field, facing the axis of rotation in the vertical scan. Note different scaling of y-axes!
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The method turned out to generate reliable results. Neurons with frontal receptive fields responded to the
scans in the predicted transient manner (figure 9 A). However, when the receptive field of a recorded neuron was
localized about 90° laterally, vertical scans evoked a deviating response pattern (figure 9 B). This result can be explained by the fact that the rotation axis of the moving semi-circle laid within the receptive field. The response of
such neurons increased and decreased over the course of stimulus motion (figure 9 B). This was probably related
to the changing coverage of the receptive field by the stimulus.
Another property of the responses to the rotating semi-circle could be explained by the size of the stimulus
device. The responses to horizontal stimuli moving at the rear always showed low to zero spike rates. Often there
was even a sharp edge visible (figure 9 B, horizontal). These areas were identical with the areas within the receptive
field not covered by FliMax.
Finally, neurons with lateral receptive fields often revealed a small artefactual response peak with stimulation
180° away from the area evoking the peak response (in the ipsilateral visual field). Although visual input from the
ipsilateral eye has been reported for nucleus rotundus [36,37], it is not very likely that a neuron has two receptive
fields monitoring opposite directions. The artifact was induced by the moving reflection of the stimulus on the
contralateral side when the circle moved on the ipsilateral side of the FliMax. This was corroborated by an experiment with a black semi-circle on a bright background as stimulus to avoid such a reflection. As expected, the
neurons recorded in this experiment did not show ipsilateral activation.
In order to test for possible direction selectivities in the response to the semicircle stimuli, we calculated average
response rates for both turns of the vertical and the horizontal scan (n=64; horizontal: left and right moving semicircle; vertical: up and down moving semi-circle). In 35 cases we did not find a significant difference for the two
directions of one scan. The remaining neurons, however, showed preferred directions. Sixteen neurons preferred
upward over downward motion of the semi-circle, only four neurons preferred downward motion. Seven neurons
preferred leftward over rightward motion, while six preferred the opposite direction. Whether these results were
due to habituation was not tested specifically.
The receptive field size and position was analyzed with the semicircle stimuli for 56 out of 64 rotundal neurons.
Eight neurons were not analyzed because the response latency data were too noisy to produce a clear result or the
overall response was not sufficiently high. Fifty-one neurons of the remaining sample could be assigned to one
of three classes (figure 10), while 5 neurons showed individual activity patterns which we could not interpret. The
neurons of the smallest group (n=10; figure 10A) are characterized by relatively small receptive fields covering
approximately 40° of the visual field with very clear responses to the stimuli used for receptive field estimation.
The largest group (n = 25; figure 10B) was defined by a medium-sized receptive field (approx. 90-110° horizontal
width) contralateral to the recorded hemisphere, approximately centered around 90° azimuth for neurons in the
left hemisphere (n = 2) or -90° azimuth for neurons in the right hemisphere, respectively (n = 23).
A third group of neurons (n = 16) revealed receptive fields bigger than the area covered by the stimulation
device. Strong transient response peaks marked in these cases the rims of the stimulus array instead of those of
the receptive field (figure 10C).
The group with short response latencies consisted of four neurons with a small receptive field, three neurons
with a medium sized receptive field and four neurons with a large receptive field (receptive fields of the other
neurons in this group were not tested or not conclusive). The group of neurons with longer response latencies
consisted of two neurons with a small receptive field, 19 neurons with a medium sized one and six neurons with
a large receptive field. Neurons with a medium sized receptive field in the lateral visual field therefore tended to
have longer latencies compared with neurons exhibiting a small frontally positioned receptive field.
Sixteen neurons with a preference for rotational self-motion stimuli exhibited medium sized lateral receptive
fields, while six had small frontal receptive fields. In other words, 60 % of the neurons with frontal receptive field
and 64 % of the neurons with lateral receptive field showed a preference for motion patterns as they emerge from
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Figure 10. Three categories of receptive fields were found in motion selective neurons in n. rotundus.
Shaded areas were not covered by the stimulus apparatus. The cylinder projection causes an over-representation at +90° and -90° elevation which explains the seemingly broad coverage at the bottom. Due to the
method used and response properties of the neurons, red areas indicate the edges of the receptive field.
In B the red areas are broad due to the position of the receptive field which is monitoring the rotation
axis of the vertical scan. For each category, three examples are given. A: small receptive field in the ventrofrontal visual field. B: medium sized receptive field in the lateral visual field. C: receptive fields covering
the whole area of presentation.
rotational self-motion, but none of those with a large receptive field. In contrast, for neurons preferring translational self-motion stimuli (n=5) we could only estimate the receptive field size of one cell which turned out to be
large.

Looming Stimuli
Five different stimuli presented a looming object that was positioned at different locations in the visual field.
We found a high variability in the response of neurons that were difficult to classify. All 76 neurons were tested. Twelve neurons did not respond to any “looming” stimulus, eleven responded in one of the five conditions
tested, four neurons responded in three conditions, 10 neurons responded in four conditions and the others (35)
responded in all five conditions.
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Figure 11. Response to looming objects.
Three examples of neurons are given that respond to bright looming disc in front of a dark background at
different positions in the receptive field. Histograms depict the average response for 30 repeats of each stimulus. The position is indicated row-wise. Vertical dotted line indicates time of collision with the object. A:
typical response. Most neurons show a response peak shortly after collision when the monitor is completely
lit. Only the response to the approach from the frontal left shows a short earlier progression. B and C are
examples for neurons differentiating between the directions of object approach showing early response, no
response or a response near collision for different directions. Note different scaling of y-axes.
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The most common type of response was observed in 28 neurons in all conditions (figure 11 A) and for most
conditions in the other neurons. Here, the spiking rate rose over resting activity significantly only in a time window within the last 200 ms of stimulus presentation (duration: 1s). The spiking rate then increased rapidly and in
some cases followed an approximately exponential course which correlates with the change in size of the object
in the receptive field. The peak in spike rate was close to the virtual collision time, preceding or following it. For
the remaining 36 neurons the responses to looming objects were very variable regarding preferred conditions or
shape of the response.
In order to test whether the position of the receptive field had an influence on the response to the looming
object, we calculated the time at which each neuron first reached an activity stronger than 33.3% of peak activity
for neurons in the right hemisphere (n=64). There is a tendency towards earlier increments of activity for objects
positioned at the frontal left (figure 11 A), which corresponds to the receptive fields being predominantly located
on the left side of the visual field. Objects approaching from the frontal right, in contrast, elicited late responses.

Naturalistic Replay
In the first step of the naturalistic replay experiment, we wanted to find neurons that would respond to objects in the visual scene (object–no-object test) and, as predicted by the work on the pigeon [23], signal the bird’s
approach towards them. In the next step, we wanted to test whether objects in the visual field were signaled differently when residual head movements we measured in the preceding behavioral study [7] were eliminated (headrotation-no-head-rotation test).

Defining the stimulus

When using a complex stimulus it is necessary to carefully analyze not only the response of the neuron but also
the stimulus itself. Otherwise it would not be possible to interpret the response correctly. Here, we wanted to find
out which optic flow parameter(s) the neuron responded to. It was therefore necessary to find a way to compare
motion velocity values and distance values occurring within the receptive field of a neuron during stimulation in
the different conditions.
We calculated the direction and size of image displacements between consecutive stimulus frames from the
original data used to generate the movies. The result was illustrated with a cylindrical projection of vectors that
point from the original position in one frame to the new position in the next frame for a set of coordinates in the
visual field. Since the vectors refer to the time interval between the frames, they equal the velocity vectors of local
image displacements.
In a movie of such cylindrical projections over the course of the virtual obstacle avoidance flight, the effects
of objects on the optic flow can be demonstrated. The motion vectors produced by the obstacle are considerably
longer compared with those generated by the walls in the background (figure 12 B; video 1).
The area of interest within the vector map was the area covered by the receptive field of the neuron. Using the
knowledge we had of the receptive field, we calculated the average velocity and distance values within this area
for each inter-frame-interval for all naturalistic stimuli. By this we acquired the time dependent changes of the
optic flow parameters over the course of each stimulus and between different stimulus conditions as they were
perceived by the neuron.
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Figure 12. Effects of rotational self motion, translational self motion and objects
in the visual field.
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Blue arrows indicate velocities of image displacements. Arrows are 5 times original length for means
of illustration. The timestamps indicate the points in time after stimulus begin. Y axis gives position in
degrees of the elevation, X axis the same for azimuth. Insets on the right indicate bird position and gaze
direction at according times. A: At 100ms the bird performs a head saccade during forward flight. Overlaying vectors do not indicate objects. B: At 140 ms the bird is about to pass the obstacle. The image of
the obstacle induces high velocity vectors in the left visual field. Heading direction is associated with small
motion vectors and the focus of expansion near the centre of the visual field (0°/0°). C: At 360 ms the
bird approaches the wall at the end of the stimulus. The focus of expansion close to the centre of the
visual field (0°/0°) is visible.
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Figure 13. Average values for different stimulus parameters within the receptive
field of a neuron over the course of stimulus presentation.
A-C: Values are averages of stimulus parameters given by the cylindrical projection within the area of the
receptive field (Gaussian filter: sigma 5, window size 22 ms). Blue line corresponds to the no-object condition while the red line corresponds to the object condition. A: Vertical velocities show a distinct peak when
the object is passed. B: Horizontal velocities show a peak when the obstacle is passed but also two additional peaks corresponding with saccadic head turns in the stimulus. C: Distance values reach a minimum
when the obstacle is passed. D: The colour map indicates the result of the receptive field estimation. White
rectangle indicates the area which was averaged. E: The map shows velocities of image displacement when
peaks occur in the optic flow parameter values. The object is inside the receptive field (black rectangle).
Inset on the right shows the bird’s relative position to the obstacle and the angular width of the receptive
field is indicated by broken black lines, accordingly.
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Figure 14. Response to naturalistic stimuli.
The response of two single neurons averaged over 30 repeats (bin size 12 ms). A: red line indicates response to the original flight trajectory in a cage including the obstacle (no windows); blue line indicates
the response to the original flight trajectory in an empty cage (no obstacle, no windows). B red line
indicates response to the original flight trajectory in a cage including obstacle and windows; blue line
indicates response to an altered flight trajectory with stabilized head yaw orientation in the same cage.
In figure 13 we show the time-dependent distance and velocity data averaged over the receptive field of one of
the neurons that showed reliable responses in the object-no-object test. The vertical (figure 13 A) motion component (image shift in elevation) reveals smaller velocities than the horizontal (figure 13 B) component (image shift
in azimuth) since the trajectory of the original bird changed only little in altitude. Fast horizontal gaze shifts that
occurred during saccadic changes in head orientation (figure 4 B) had a high impact on the horizontal velocities
found in the stimulus but not on the vertical velocities. Instead, the vertical velocities correlated more closely with
the distance to objects (figure 13 C) in the receptive field.
Both velocity components were affected by the presence of the obstacle. In the case depicted in figure 13 the
obstacle generated a negative peak for vertical velocities (downward motion) and increasing horizontal velocities
(front-to-back motion). The rapidly changing velocities coincide with a shrinking distance to the obstacle.

General results

Many neurons of our sample could not be used for the following analysis. An accurate correlation betweenstimulus and response demands both reliable response latency and an estimation of the receptive field from the
according neurons. Due to these qualifications, 22 out of our 76 neurons were analyzed for the object-no-object
test and 31 of the population of neurons were analyzed for the test with differing head rotation.
All of these neurons responded to the naturalistic stimulus with increased activity compared to resting activity.
Among neurons we found a high variability of responses to the naturalistic stimuli. Within neurons differences
between the responses to the control (no object / slow head rotations) and test conditions (object / only saccadic head rotation) were very small in many cases. Clearly visible response differences between control and test
condition were found only in very few neurons which makes a statistical analysis impracticable (figure 14). Most
neuronal responses were located between the depicted extremes and show very noisy response patterns which do
not obviously show a time course correlated with the stimulus.
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Responses to objects in the naturalistic replay

Two neurons responded to optic flow induced by static objects in the natural environment. The one with a
lateral receptive field signaled the passing of the obstacle (figure 14A). The other one with a frontal receptive field
signaled the approach towards the obstacle and towards the exit window (figure 15). The response peak of the
neuron with lateral receptive field occurred immediately before the bird passed the obstacle. This coincided with
peak velocities of optic flow within the receptive field of this neuron (figure 13). However, the strongest optic
flow experienced during the naturalistic stimulus appeared when saccadic head turns occurred. None of the analyzed neurons showed any changes in response correlated to that.
The response properties of the neuron with a frontal receptive field could not be explained in a similar manner. Over the course of the stimulus, the focus of expansion appeared within the receptive field. In other words,
motion vectors were found that pointed in all directions. This led to a nullified average velocity vector which did
not provide information about objects. Instead we viewed the cylinder plots of those stimulus frames that were
correlated with response peaks, manually, taking response latencies into account.
We found this neuron to signal the approach towards an object (video 1). When the object was present, we
found two peaks 72 ms and 120 ms after stimulus onset, that did not occur within the empty cage (figure 15 A).
The cylindrical projection (figure 15 C) of motion vectors in the receptive field revealed that at time 72 ms, the
obstacle (wall) is in heading direction eliciting a strong response. At 120 ms, the focus of expansion was within
the receptive field of the neuron but did not coincide with the object. In this case, the response was much smaller.
Between these frames the object moved out of the receptive field but returned when a fast head turn was performed by the bird (video 1).
We extended the tests of this neuron by a third condition. Here the entrance and exit windows were introduced
into the virtual flight arena in addition to the obstacle. The exit window evoked another high activity peak (figure
15 A, black curve). The cylindrical projection of the optic flow vectors at the same moment showed that the rim
of the window generated high velocities and the focus of expansion was located well within the window.
At the very end, spike rates rose in the first two conditions due to an approach of the cage wall, in the third
condition the neuron returned to resting activity as the bird was about to (virtually) exit by the window. At this
moment, no optic flow occurred within the receptive field of the neuron.

Influence of slow head rotations on the signaling of objects

One neuron tested in the head-rotation-no-head-rotation test showed significant responses to objects and it
had a frontal receptive field (figure 14 B). Like in the neuron described above, we found response peaks that could
be correlated to the obstacle and exit window by viewing vector maps of the optic flow in the receptive field of
the neuron.
In the condition where head yaw rotations were eliminated, these approaches were signaled with a considerably
clearer signal. In the test condition when original head rotations were presented, the spike rates in response to the
objects were relatively low. The corresponding response peaks found when the head rotations were eliminated,
reached significantly higher spiking rates and were more pronounced. They also tend to occur earlier but this is
mainly due to an altered head orientation rather than the reduced head yaw rotation.
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Figure 15. Approach signalling neuron: response peaks occur when object position and focus of expansion are collocated.
A: Averaged response to the three naturalistic test conditions over 30 repeats each (Gaussian filter: sigma
5, window size: 22 ms). Red line corresponds to no-object-condition. Blue line corresponds to first object-condition (cage + obstacle) and the black line corresponds to the second object-condition (cage +
obstacle + windows). Arrows indicate peak responses of interest. B: The neuron exhibits a small frontal
receptive field on the lower contralateral side. C: Velocities of image displacements at the three moments
of interest. At 72 ms the focus of expansion (centre of red cross) is collocated with the obstacle eliciting a peak in response activity in both conditions including the obstacle. At 120 ms the local velocities
generated by the obstacle are even stronger but the focus of expansion is not collocated with the object
– the differences between the control and test conditions are small. At 312 ms there are no velocities
detectable close to the focus of expansion but the edges of the window generate strong velocity vectors
(from which the focus of expansion was estimated) – only the stimulus including a window elicits a very
high peak in response activity.
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Further Properties of Neurons Responding to the Naturalistic Replay

The two neurons with frontal receptive fields that we identified as ‘approach signaling neurons’ belong to the
very few neurons that had short response latencies (44 and 37 ms) and at the same time showed a preference
for horizontal self-motion (figure 7). They did not show a preferred direction for the movement of the stimulus
during receptive field estimation.
Within conventional stimuli, the looming object would be most similar to an approached object. One of the
approach signaling cells did not respond differently to the different looming conditions. The other one showed a
preference for the frontal position of the stimulus, according to the position of the receptive field. However, the
response in this case was not similar to that found in the naturalistic stimulus.
The one neuron with the receptive field in the lateral field also responded early (35 ms). It showed a preference
for upwards moving stimuli in the receptive field test but no response to looming stimuli.

Discussion
Our experiments confirm earlier data on avian motion selective neurons, mostly obtained in the pigeon. They
also add a new perspective, namely the responses of these neurons to more complex stimuli as they appear in a
natural flight situation. Using “FliMax”, a panoramic stimulus device with an LED display, which has already been
used for investigations in the fly [33,38-44], allows comparison of the behavioral and neurobiological mechanisms
underlying orientation during flight in two phylogenetically very diverse animals, a bird and a fly.
We found that neurons in nucleus rotundus of the tectofugal visual system respond to global motion. Some of
these neurons could further be categorized by preferential responses to optic flow corresponding to translational
or rotational self-motion. We also found a strong decrease of spiking activity for consecutive self-motion stimuli.
Finally, using the response latencies to the onset of global motion, the rotundal neurons could be categorized into
two discrete groups.
In the naturalistic replay experiment we found neurons that responded to objects. The neuron with a lateral receptive field responded to the obstacle when the bird flew by. The neurons with a frontal receptive field responded
to objects that were being approached. These response characteristics could not be predicted from the response
to conventional stimuli. Especially, one neuron signaling approach did not respond selectively to looming stimuli.
Actually, we did not find evidence for looming specific neurons at all since the responses to looming stimuli were
too diverse. However, neurons signaling approach responded to horizontal self-rotation. Slow rotational head
movements disrupted the signal coding for approaching objects while fast saccadic turns did not elicit changes in
spike rates.

I.

Comparison of our findings to those from other studies on birds:

(1) We confirm that global stimulation affects the response of rotundal neurons, as it was demonstrated in
studies from other labs [28-32].
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We would hypothesize that the self-motion preferences we found were mediated by the accessory optic system.
In principle, the cause of a response to self-motion stimuli could either be that the objects in our star-field-scene
constantly entered the receptive field of the neuron during global stimulation or an input from self-motion processing areas. For neurons with a frontal receptive field, yaw rotation and left/right translation generate very similar
retinal motion patterns. For neurons with a lateral receptive field this is the case for yaw rotation and back/forth
translation. However, the preference for rotational self-motion in those neurons is still significant as compared to
respective translational directions only (not shown), indicating another source of self-motion specificity, like the
accessory optic system.

(2) Our data on response latency indicate two categories of neurons: early and late responding. This has also
been shown by Schmidt and Bischof [36], who described a variation of response latencies due to the origin of
input from the ipsi- (late response) or contralateral eye (early response).
In the pigeon, Folta et al. [37,45] also found short and long response latencies for input from contra- and ipsilateral eye, respectively. They explained this finding with two different anatomically known pathways by which
information reaches the nucleus rotundus. Signals from the contralateral eye reach the nucleus rotundus either in
an ascending stream via the contralateral tectum opticum or by a descending stream originating from the visual
Wulst which is part of the thalamofugal visual pathway. Folta et al. [37,45] estimated the latency from a theoretical approach taking into account the length of the axons and the number of synapses that transmit the signal.
The measured latencies fit the tectofugal bottom up connection for contralateral and bilateral stimulation whereas
latencies found for ipsilateral stimulation fit the approximated latency from the top down input via the visual
Wulst.
Our results indicate that this may not be the only explanation for difference in response latency. A significant
number of neurons we recorded had receptive fields exclusively in the lateral monocular area but had long latencies. It seems that these neurons with long latencies do not necessarily get input from the ipsilateral eye.
However, latencies of late responding neurons found in the pigeon were longer than those of late responding
neurons in the zebra finch. Folta et al. [37] classified late responding neurons as top-down neurons that exhibited
latencies of at least 70 ms. Latencies of late responding neurons measured in our lab in the zebra finch usually
ranged from 55 to 85 ms. Early responses found in all studies ([36,37,45]) including the present one, on the other
hand, ranged about 30-40 ms.
We considered differences between stimuli to cause the differences in response latencies between the species.
However, Schmidt and Bischof [36] and Folta et al. [37] both used flash evoked responses and got different latencies for the two species. In out present study we used global motion onset instead of flashes and found the same
range of response latencies as Schmidt and Bischof [36].
The finding that the late responding neurons in the zebra finch respond earlier than those in the pigeon seems
to have physiological reasons. The brain of the zebra finch is much smaller than that of the pigeon. It therefore
has shorter axonal traveling times. Longer latencies in the late responding neurons of pigeons could also be a problem of anesthesia. The two species may react differently to urethane which was used in all studies, or the relative
doses were different.

(3) Looming objects did not elicit responses in zebra finches that hint towards different types of time to collision processing neurons as described by Wang and Frost for pigeons [22-25]. Instead, most neurons seemed to
respond to the size of the moving edge or the increasing size of the area covered by the object. In fact, we compared the responses of rotundal neurons to responses in nucleus lentiformis mesencephali or DLM (not shown)
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and did not find any differences. However, in contrast to Wang and Frost [23] we did not apply a battery of tests
to identify time to collision signaling neurons.

II. Adding realism to a stimulus gives rise to unexpected response properties
(1) The reason why an increment of activity during pure global stimulation has not been reported for rotundal neurons so far may be due to stimulus characteristics. In our study the background presented a more realistic
composition of global motion than was possible with other methods. Commonly used stimuli consist of moving
gratings or dots on screens which covered only parts of the visual field or a planetarium projector [14,46,47] which
covered the whole visual field but provided only one depth plane. In a study on a self-motion coding nucleus of
the accessory optic system that processes horizontal optic flow, Xiao and Frost (at 9th International Congress
of Neuroethology) found neurons that were maximally excited by a stimulus consisting of two depth planes, of
which one moved in the preferred direction at a fast velocity, and the other one moved in the anti-preferred direction with slow velocity. From the details in response characteristics, Xiao and Frost suggest that these neurons
derive relative depth from motion parallax. In general, this suggests that a more realistic composition of motion
in depth enhances self-motion processing, and may explain why we were able to evoke responses to optic flow
corresponding to self-motion.
(2) When taking another step towards more realistic stimuli in the naturalistic replay approach, we found two
different types of response to the replay of motion sequences elicited during a flight around an obstacle in a flight
arena [7]. One neuron with a lateral receptive field responded to the obstacle when the bird passed it. This response could be explained by the average size of motion vectors or average distance to obstacles in the receptive
field of the neuron.
Two neurons with frontal receptive fields showed activity characteristics over the course of the stimulus similar
to each other. Activity peaks correlated to the presence of the obstacle and exit window in the receptive field.
One of these neurons showed selective responses for situations at which the bird approached an object. The
neuron showed highest response activity when in the receptive field the object coincided with the focus of expansion. This was the case, regardless of whether the bird virtually approached a textured wall which produced strong
motion vectors or a window which only produced motion vectors at the rims but not in vicinity of the focus of
expansion.
Signaling object related visual motion which is actually generated by self-motion in a static environment and
does not refer to a moving object, can be interpreted as coding of ‘passive object motion’ to differentiate this type
of motion from an ‘approaching-predator-scenario’.

III. Flies and birds show similar aspects of response to a naturalistic replay.
(1) The decrease of response activity during stimulation with changing global stimuli is reminiscent of results in
the blowfly [44] which were acquired using a naturalistic replay. There, motion sensitive neurons – mainly responding to motion stimuli by graded changes of their membrane potential – adapted to global motion. In the adapted
state the base line of the membrane potential due to background motion was lower than in the non-adapted state.
A novel object that evoked the same activation levels in both states was thus responded to with a clearer signal in
the adapted state. In our study, the response to the naturalistic stimuli (figure 15) shows a high spike rate at the
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beginning that decreases over the course of the stimulus. Both objects, obstacle and window, evoked similar spike
rates, but due to the lower base line at the end of the stimulus the response to the window is a clearer signal than
that to the obstacle (figure 15 A), since the difference to the corresponding baseline is bigger.
(2) Neurons that signal the three-dimensional structure of the environment from optic flow discontinuities in
the blowfly and in the zebra finch, share common properties. The two neurons signaling approach found in the
present study showed a preference for horizontal rotational self-motion (yaw rotation). The responses to objects
were obscured by slow head turns while fast head turns did not have an effect on the response. This is similar to
the situation in the blowfly. Kern et al. [39] showed that the motion dynamics generated by the saccadic gaze strategy of the blowfly lead to a representation of the spatial relation of a fly to its surroundings during inter-saccadic
intervals. They also found that these responses showed a clearer signal when residual body yaw rotations were
compensated during intersaccadic intervals by stabilizing head movements [40]. From studies that used conventional stimuli, the neurons they recorded (HSE; a neuron responsive to horizontal motion) were previously thought
to signal self-rotation. The neurons also did not reliably signal saccadic gaze shifts as would have been expected
for a self-rotation coding neuron.

To our knowledge, we were the first to use panoramic naturalistic stimuli for research on optic flow processing
in vertebrates. Our stimuli included a virtual environment built to reflect the three dimensional structure of a real
flight arena as well as a natural course of gaze position and orientation as it was behaviorally generated by a real
bird in the real flight arena. In similar studies on blowflies it was shown that motion selective neurons may respond
very differently to stimuli when they are embedded in a realistic context and include natural gaze shifts [39,43,44].
Here we found similar differences between the response to conventional and naturalistic neurons in birds which
may lead to a more realistic idea about the function of an object coding brain area in a naturally behaving bird.
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